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This report evaluates fortran coded out-of-core equation solvers 
th ~ t solve using direct methods symmetric banded systems of simultaneous 
algebraic equations. The types of solvers studied were banded. frontal 
and column(s~line) solvers. Also considered were solvers that could 
"partition" the working area and thus ~ould fit into any available core. 
Comparison timings are presented for several typical two-dimensional and 
three-dimensional continuum type grids of elements with and without mid-
side nodes. Extensive conclusions are also given. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this report is to evaluate fortran coded out-of-core 
equation solvers that solve using direct methods symmetric banded systems 
of simultaneous equations such as the equilibrium equations generated by 
static finite element or finite difference discretizations of two- and 
three-dimensional stress analysis problems. This research was carried out 
under contract to the N.A.S.A. Marshall Space Flight Center for the purpose 
of improving the operaticnal efficiency of the TEXGAP computer program [1] • 
. This report is directed to those individuals who develop, modify or rou-
tinely use finite element computer codes. No attempt is made herein to 
review finite element methodology and the reader is assumed to be familiar 
with fortran programming techniques and the techniques for solving systems 
of simultaneous equations on large digital computers. 
There are 3 methods commonly used for solving systems of simultaneous 
equations on digital computers; direct methods, iterative methods and 
hybrid methods. Direct methods involve the reduction of the equations to 
an upper triangular form (this step is called forward substitution, reduc-
tion or triangu1arization) from which solution is effected by simple back-
substitution. Iterative methods require an approximate starting solution 
from which successively better approximations are obtained from algebraic 
equations using one of many procedures such as Gauss-Seidel [2] or Succes-
sive Over-Relaxation [3]. Hybrid methods involve the combined use of direct 
and iterative methods. 
The earliest finite element programs developed in the late 50·s and 
early 60·s used the Gauss-Seidel iteration method to solve for the nodal 
point displacements [4]. Iteration methods were probably selected by these 
early developers because they were structural analysts familiar with a 
similar iteration technique called "Moment Distribution ll • These early 
iteration schemes quickly gave way to the direct method of Gaussian elimin-
ation. Direct methods proved to be just as convenient to program and they 
were easier to use and gave accurate and reliable results for a large class 
of two-dimensional (2D) static linear elastic stress analysis problems. 
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At first, the direct e~uation solvers were programmed so that all the , 
coefficients fit within the available core storage. Earlier research also 
funded by NASA studied these solvers [5]. At the time of this earlier 
research .(the mid 60's), the available central memory core storage was 
generally either 32,000 or 65,000 words. Thus only 2-3,000 unknowns or 
degrees-of-freedom(DOF) could be handled using even the most efficient banded, 
symmetric solvers. As finite element methodology advanced, elements with 
more nodes and more DOF and three-dimensional(3D) applications were developed 
that required millions of words of storage, much more core than is available 
on any computer system. This lead to the development of solvers that parti-
tioned the equations into smaller pieces that would fit into central memory 
core storage while the eliminations were being performed, and then these 
smaller pieces were written onto low speed tape, disk or drum storage to 
make room for the next set of coefficients. 
While the techniques for programming Gaussian elimination in-core 
are straightforward and fairly well standardized, those used for out-of-core 
solvers are highly variable. Another complicating factor is that virtually 
every computer installation has a different method of charging for the trans-
fer of data from central memory to low speed storage. Some make no charge 
and others may charge more for these input/output(I/O) transfers than for 
the actual central processor(CP) calculation time. For example. the Uni-
versity of Texas charges $0.004 per each 64 words (called a P~sical Record 
Unit) but converts this charge to equivalent CDC 6600 time at the rate of $230 per hour. Thus, the charge rate amounts to 0.98 x 10-3 CP sec per 
word transferred. The importance of this charge can be seen in the following 
example. A system of ns l04 equations at a bandwidth of b=103 requires 
approximately nb2/2 • 5 x 109 operations, i.e., the total number uf 
multiplications and additions to triangu1arize the system. This will reqUire approx~mately 2 x 104 CP seconds on a CDC 6600 assuming the average rate 
of computations is about .25 x 106 operations per CP second. Provided 
that the entire bandwidth block fits in-core, there will be 2nb = 20 x 106 
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charge of 2 x 104 CP seconds. Thus, the total charge will be 4 x 104 
seconds, fully one-half being charged for I/O transfers. 
The net effect of this is to make meaningful evaluation of ol'~-of­
core solvers very difficult because the concept of operational eff ' iency 
means performing a given set of computations for the minimum comput.ational 
expense (i.e., the actual charge) and not the minimum central processor 
time. Further complications which are not considered herein also arise when 
consideration must be given to obtaining reasonable priority to achieve good 
turn-around. 
In the next chapter is given background information on fortran coding 
techniques to solve sys~ems of banded symmetric positive definite equations 
and specific attentior: is given to out-of-core band2d, frontal and column 
solvers. Chapter 3 briefly describes some important characterics of the 
particular solvers used in the present study. Chapter 4 describes and 
presents the results of the various numerical exppriments carried out to 
evaluate these solvers. Chapter 5 gives rather extensive conclusions and 
recommendations for future research. 
3 




CHAPTER 2 SOLUTION OF SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS BY ELIMINATION 
2.1 Background/In-Core 'Solvers 
A brief review of the basic techniques used in programming equation solvers will now be made to establish the terminology used in this report. In this section only in-core solvers are considered. 
Let the simultaneous equations be representated as 
n 
t aiJ·xJ. = bi for i = 1,2, ••••.••• n j=l (2.1) 
where aij are the stiffness coefficients, bi the nodal point forces and Xj the unknowns(DOF)t and n is the total number of OOF. The standard elimination procedure is to solve for Xl in terms of xz' x3 ••.•• xn from the first equation. It is important to use the first equation to eliminate the first unknown because no reordering (pivoting) is necessary*. Solving the first equation for Xl 'Jives 
(2.2) 
This equation is now substituted into equations 2 thru n 
a· 1 ( n ) n 1 b 
- t al.x. + t a .. xj = b. (2.3) all 1 j~2 J J j=2 ' lJ 1 
and collecting 
. ~ (a ij a · la1 ") ail _ 1 J x. = bi - all bl (2.4) JII2 all J 
for i = 2,3, ........ n 
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Thus, the order of the system of equations is reduced from size n to n-l. 
After n-1 such eliminations (x2 from the second equation, etc.), the 
equations are reduced to an upper triangular form that permits solution for 
the unknowns by backsubstitution. This direct Gaussian elimination is 
straight forward to code in the Fortran language as is shown in Table 2.1 
below. 
c 
DO 300 K=1,N-1 
00 200 I=K+1,N 
B{I)=B{I)-B(K)*A{I,K)/A(K,K) 










DO 500 J=I+l,N 
500 SUM=SUM-A(I,J)*X{J) 
X(I)=(B(I)-SUM)/A(I,I) 
IF (I.GT.1) GO TO 400 
Table 2.1 Symbolic Fortran Routine for Direct Gaussian Elimination 
The coding in Table 2.1 does not take advantage of either the symmetry 
or the banded nature of the equilibrium equations generated by finite element 
methods. As illustrated in Figure 2.1 only those coefficients above the main 
diagonal and within the band need be stored because the Fortran coding given 
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during the elimination process*. Thus, it is necessary to store only n*b , (b=bandwidth) coefficients instead of the n2 required for a general system. 
To take advantage of this storage reduction, it is necessary to store thp. 
equations 1n a tri-diagonal form in which column 1 of the tri-diagonal matrix 
gives the main diagonal of the actual system of equatil .. ~. column 2 the f 'irst 
off-diagonal term and column b the edge of the band in any row. The Fortran 
coding to effect reduction of the equations in tri-diagonal form is given in 
Table 2.2. The coding in Table 2.2 is essentially the same as that in 
Table 2.1, however', advantage is taken of the banding and symm~try to reduce 
the number of passes through the innermost loop (300) from n3/3 in the gen-
eral case to nb2/2. 
DO 300 K=l,N-l 
lIM=MIN(K+MBAND,N) 
DO 200 I=K+l,LIM 
B(I)=B(I)-A(K,I-K)*B(K)/A(K,l) 




Table 2.2 Symbolic Fortran Routine for Tri-diagona1ized Equations 
There are many obvious Fortran improvements that can be made to the 
coding in Tables 2.1 and 2.2**, but these are not particularly relevant to 
the present study since the limiting feature of this coding is that it 
requires all coefficients to reside in-core during the solution. If we ass~me that the largest an array can be dimensioned is 4 x 104 decimal 
locations, this limits the size of the problem that can be solved to say 
*Reordering might cause the band to increase. 
**For example. the "DOli loops should be replaced t:y variable counters (1-1+1, etc.}, the variable subscripting should be with single subscripts and the innenmost sum accomplished with temporaries. 
7 
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n=800 and b=50. Thi~ method of solution is then capable of handling one-
dimensional(lO) continuum problems, 20 and some 30 truss and frame struc-
tures and some small 20 continuum problems (a plane strain grid with 400 
nodes and a maximum bandwidth of 25 nodes). Clearly, in-core solvers 
have a very limited spectrum of applications. 
2.2 Out-of-Core Solvers 
It is very difficult to characterize out-of-core solvers since a 
very important feature is how the coeffic;ents are stored and how many 
I/O transfers are required. Herein is briefly described three important 
types of out-of-core solvers; band, frontal and column solvers. For band 
and frontal solvers there is an important dichotomy between those that have 
sufficient storage availablE to handle the maximum band or front and those 
that lack sufficient storage and thus must subdivide the band or front. The 
subdivision of the band or front will be called "partitioning". This is not 
an entirely satisfactory name since partitioning is common uSed in matrix 
algebra to denote symbolic groupings, but it accurately conveys the intended 
meaning in the present study. Out-of-core column solvers are intrinsicly 
partitioned by the manner in which "blocking" is done. These factors \,/i11 
be discussed more fully in the next 3 sections. 
2.2.1 Bandsolvers 
All out-of-core bandsolvers use logic essentially the same as that 
given in Table 2.2 for effecting the elimination process, but they differ 
significantly in how they perform the I/O. Figures 2.2 and 2.3 illustrate 
the two e.~tremes in terms of requi red core ~torage for bandsolvers that do 
not partition the band. 
The sliding block scheme illustrated in Figure 2.2 requires storage 
for b2/2 coefficients and as a row is eliminated it is written to low 
speed storage and the equations are shifted up one position [6]. There are 
several drawbacks to this method: 
8 
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(l) 110 is required row~wise and therefore transfer~ small records, 
(2) shifting takes place after each elimination which is a very 
wasteful procedure, 
(3) the procedure for assembly and also that for bringing new 
columns into core are very complicated, and 
(4) assembly and elimination cannot be performed simultaneously. 
The bandwidth block scheme illustrated in Figure 2.3 avoids all of 
the above inefficiencies and complexities at the expense of storage. A 
total of 2b2 words are necessary because the first "b" unknowns are elim-
inated before any I/O is done. This requires that the triangular portion 
in block II be present during elimination of block I. Actually, only 1/2 
of block II is needed but it is not generally convenient to take advantage 
of this space* so b2/2 of storage is wasted. A significant advantage to 
the bandwidth block procedure is that it permits (in fact encourages) the 
combination of the assembly of the global stiffness from the element stiff-
ness and the forward elimination process. This is significant because 
it eliminates wasted I/O and limits the total transfers to n*b words (1 word 
for each coefficient). 
There are of course many other methods, but their differences are 
minor for purposes of the present study. 
Without partitioning it is necessary to fit some multiple (2) of 
b2 into central memory, thus if only 32,000 words are available then 
b<,J32~OO =126. However, on CDC 7600s and many other large computers there 
is often 250,000 words available. In this case b~353, a very considerable 
number. 
For large bandwidths it is necessary to partition the band as illu-
strated in Figure 2.4 for 3 partitions of the b2 block I, 11, 12 & 13 
respectively. This procedure implies core residence of 2 of the b2/3 
blocks at any time. Blocks 11 & 12 initially are brought into core and 
*Simply because the_coding becomes too complicated. 
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Figure 2.4 Typical Partitioning of the Band 
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11 is reduced through the end of 12, then partially reduced block 12 is 
written out and 13 is brought in and the elimination of 11 is made on it. 
13 is written and III is treated the same as 13. 11 is now complete 
and written and partially reduced I2 and 13 are brought back in and so on. 
Table 2.3 gives the total number of reads and writes (1 for each) for only 
the reduction. 







II 11 9 
III2 7 
58 
Table 2.3 Block I/Os in Reduction 
Thus for this sim?le example, it is found that 58 II-Os of block size b2/3 
were required. Without partitioning there would have been 3 outputs of 
size b2• The partioning scheme thus required 58b2/3 + 3b2 = 58/9 ~ 6 times 
as many I/O word transfers and 58/3 = 19 times as many I/O accesses. Note 
that block I must be written during the assembly process and then read and 
written once during the reduction process. Assembly and reduction cannot be 
combined in a bandsolver that requires partitioning. Obviously, partitioning 
should be avoided whenever possible. 
2.2.2 Frontal Solvers 
Frontal solvers are fundamentally quite different than either band 
or column solvers (which are similar) in that the nodes or OOF are assigned 
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being assembled. Thus, the ordering of the element stiffness matrices passed, 
to a frontal solver determines the size of the front. The nodal numbers are 
used only as reference numbers or labels with which to compare with other 
labels (e.g., Al, B10, etc. are just as useful as 1, 210, etc.). 
To illustrate how a frontal procedure works consider the grid shown 
in Figure 2.5. As element 1 is assembled, nodes 1,2,3,8,9,12,13 & 14 are 
given (column or front) locations 1,2,3,4,5,6,7 & 8, respectively in the 
"active" area of the balld which is called the front. Since nodes 1,2 & 8 
are connected only to element 1 they are now eliminated from the active area 
in the usual manner and the reduced coefficients passed to an internal buffer 
area that is dumped to low speed storage when full. This leaves the active 
area with a substructure stiffness consisting of the line of nodes 12-13-
14-9-3. Next element 2 is assembled with ~ nodes 4,5,10,15 & 16. The 
new nodes are assembled into the first available positions in the front; 
1,2,4,9 & 10, respectively. Nodes 3,9 & 14 are currently located in the 
front at locations 3,5 & 8, respectively. Since nodes 3,4 & 9 are complete 
they are now eliminated leaving the active front the nodal line 12-13-14-
15-16-10-5. Table 2.4 summarizes the frontal locations and maximum front 
widths for all 6 elements. Zeroes (0) indicate that the node has not yet 
appeared, -1 indicates it has been previo.usly el iminated, and 4* means 
that the node is in position 4 and will be eliminated because the current 
element is the last appearance of that node. Note that after an initial 
transient the front remains steady for regu1ar grids. Note also that the 
frontal method inherently combines assembly and reduction. 
Frontal solvers are typically organized into 3 main sections; 
prefront, front and backsubstitution. The prefront constructs the table 
of first, intermediate and last appearances illustrated in Table 2.4. The 
front performs the assembly and reduction, and the backsubstitution the 
usual solution computation. All 3 sections are generally coded with 2 main 
nested loops. Thp. outer loop on the elements and the inner loop on the 
number of OOF for that element. Of course other loops must be nested inside 
these two main loops to perform the reduction and backsubstitution. It is 
13 
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Figure 2.5 Example Grid of Q8 Elements 
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possible to code p~e~prefronts that order the elements in an optional or , 
sub-optional manner so as to minimize the front. This is similar to band 
minimizers and was not considered in the present study. Front and band 
minimizers are not useful for regular grids. 
The frontal method is especially efficient in handling grids with 
midside nodes as shown in Figure 2.5 and Table 2.4 where the maximum front 
is 12 nodes. The maximum bandwidth would be 14 nodes. In genei-al if there 
are N elements across the width of a uniform grid of Q8 elements with 2 OOF 
per node, the front f=2{2N+6) but the band b=2{3N+5}. Thus,in the limit 
as ~ f/b+2/3. The frontal method is also much more efficient in 
storage and computations. The frontal method requires storage for Kf=f2/2 
coefficients whereas the band method needs Kb=2b2, thus in the limit as 
~ Kt/Kb~1/9, almost an order of magnitude. The number of computations 
is proportional to f2 and b2, respectively, thus the ratio of front to 
band approaches 4/9 as ~. 
The frontal method loses its computational advantage for grids 
without midside nodes since f=b. Ho\'iever, it sti 11 retains a significant 
storage advantage of 1/4. 
2.2.3 Column or Skyline Solvers 
Column solvers are currently very popular among the coterie of 
developers of general purpose finite element codes (~.g., SAP [7,8J and 
ADINA [9]) and there have been many recent papers in the literature 
describing them [lO,11,12,13J. Column solvers are based on the skyline 
storage scheme illustrated in Figures 2.6-2.8 in which a nonuniform 
skyline is drawn covering the minimum number of nonzero coefficients 
that can be identified in each column. Emphasis is supplied on the 
word identified because the user generally must perform the identifying 
and numbering shown in Figures 2.7-2.8 and this may not be a trivial task. 
Another possibly troublesome feature of these solvers is that they usually 
do not 'assemble the element stiffness coefficients, again this nontrivial 
task is left to the user. 
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BLOCK Nur,1BERS 
r 11 -I· 112 e!- 13 _1,#4 'i 
1 1 2 1 
2 2 
3 9 3 
4 10 5 4 
5 15 6 5 
6 16 7 6 
7 8 7 
8 9 8 
9 10 9 
10 11 1 10 
11 2 11 
12 15 3 12 
13 4 6 13 
14 7 14 
15 15 
16 
Figure 2.8 Example of Skyline Stored in 4 Blocks 
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For entirely in-core column solvers the tasks of reduction and back-
substitution are straightforward and essentially the same as for band and 
frontal solvers. However, when the equations are too large to fit into 
core they must be blocked as illustrated in Figure 2.a. The reduction and 
backsubstitution phases here are considerably more complicated and unfor-
tunately can require substantial I/O. In the simple illustrated example, 
the reduction of block 2 requires that only block 1 be available. Similarly, 
the reduction of block 3 requires that only block 2 be available. But 
block 4 needs blocks 1, 2 and 3! The minimum working storage for our 
example would be 2 blocks (about 40 words), and if this was the maximum 
available core, it would be necessary to wpite and read blocks 1 and 2 
twice. Thus, more than 1 word of I/O fs required for each coefficient 
(e.g., as required in frontal schemes). 
Another obvious I/O inefficiency with column solvers is that the 
assembly and reduction phases are separated, thus requiring at least twice 
the I/O of frontal solvers. However. there are significant advantages to 
column solvers. For example, in the equations illustrated in Figures 2.6-
2.7 only 58 words are necessary to store the active coefficients. Since 
the last column is full, frontal and band solvers would need to store the 
entire upper triangular region of 136 words. The column storage scheme 
would also require fewer computations for the same reason. This advantage 
is not effective in the regularly number cartesian grids generally used in 
2D or 3D continuum problems and for this reason column solvers may be more 
effective for special applications with sparse matrices or very general 
purpose computer codes like SAP [7] and ADINA [9]. 
To illustrate the comparison between column and frontal solvers 
consider the grid of Qa elements shown in Figure 2.9a & b. Both grids 
have 4 elements across the minimum connectivity direction. The column 
numberings in Figure 2.9a are like a band solver would number, and Figure 
2.9b gives numberings similar to a frontal scheme. Figure 2.10 shows the 
s~lfne for the band numbering. In comparing storage in Figure 2.10 to 
the frontal scheme which would have a virtually constant front f·14, it 1s 
20 
, 
seen that the number of tenns in ~ he skyl ine is virtually the same as the 
number within the superimposed front. In Figure 2.11 a similar skyline is 
shown for the frontal numbering scheme of Figure 2.9b. Here there are about 
10% fewer tenns in the skyline than the front. This potentially could lead 
to a 20% reduction in computations, but recall that at lea~t twice as much 
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CHAPTER 3 CHARACTERISTICS OF SPECIFIC SOLVERS EVALUATED 
3.0 General Remarks 
Due to the scope and funding of the present study, it was not pos-
sible to obtain optimally coded solvers of all types. Since virtually all 
computer systems are unique and require specialized coding to operate at 
peak efficiency, this means that those imported solvers will be at a 
disadvantage to those that were coded on site. While it was not possible 
to extensively recode the imported routines, we did attempt to use these 
solvers fairly in our study. This does not mean that our final evaluations 
will be fair or impartial. In fortran programming there is ah.,ays the 
not-invented-here syndrome to be contended with. 
Also, there was no attempt to make an exhaustive search to locate 
new and innovative routines. Rather, the author chose to use routines 
that were genel • .1y available and known to him a priori. Clearly, many of 
the better solvers may be not generally available because they are pro-
prietary or because the developer does not code an easily ti'ansferrable 
modular routine [14]. 
The following is a brief description of the actual band, frontal and 
c~lumn solvers that wer~ used in the present study . 
3.1 Bandsolvers 
3.1.1 BAN SOL 
BANSOl is ~ general purpose out-of-core equa tion solver that stores 
and operates on the coefficients in bandwidth blocks as illustrated in 
Figure 3.1. BAN SOL is a very general standard ut;lity routine that was 
originally coded by E. L. Wilson and subsequently modified by the author 
when used in the early finite element codes PALOS [15] and NAOS [16]. It 
is an out-of-core solver in that the reduction takes place block by block 
wnh at most two blocks in core at a time. When the reduction of i\ block is 
complete, it is written onto low speed storage and the next blocl; is formed 
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and reduced. The minimum storage required for Bansol is 2b2• If more 
st~rage is available the number of DOF that can be stored per block is 
increased according to the formula nb = NDIM/b - b where NOIM is the avail-
able core storage and b is the bandwidth. 
For the grid shown in Figure 3.2, after element N is assembled, the 
equations up to point nb are complete. The coefficients that have been 
assembled up to element N are stored as shown in Figure ~.l in two-
dimensional array form using singlely subscripted arithmetic. Forward 
eliminution for equations 1 to nb is done and then the revised coefficients 
from equations 1 to nb are written onto low speed disk storage and the 
remaining triangular portion is shifted upward so that equation nb+l in 
block 1 becomes equation 1 in block 2. The process is then continued as 
before assembling the stiffness matrix from the N+l element. Note that 
BANSOl combines assembly and elimination and consequently avoids the 
extra I/O charges for the additional write and read required when these 
phases are done separately. 
BANSOl uses an efficient high speed binary I/O routine and does not 
use standard fortran I/O. However, since the usual block size is 104 words 
or larger, this is not an important factor. 
BANSOl is generally useful for solving small to intermediate sized 
systems of equations associated with 20 elements without midside nodes (b<lSO). When 2b2 exceeds the available core requirement. other solvers 
must be used. 
BANSOl was used in the study as a base line comparison for the inter-
mediate sized grids and of course is not effective for large 20 or 3D problems 
with la~ger bandwidths. 
3.1.2 USOl 
USOl is an out-of-core band solver that has the capability of parti-
tioning the band when the bandwidth blocks exceed the available core capacity. 
USOl was developed by E. L. Wilson and was the original solver used in the 
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SAP codes [7J. USOL performs the eliminations in essentially the same manner, 
as BANSOl, however, the process of assembly and reduction are separate. No 
special coding was done on USOL to optimize its logic or I/O efficiency, 
since it was anticipated at the outset of this research that bandsolvers that 
partitioned the band would not be competitive. Also, it is generally known 
that USOl is not an efficient solver for grids with midside nodes or for 
large bands. It was used in SAP because of its ability to use available core. 
3.2 Frontal Solvers 
3.2.1 ZIPP 
ZIPP is the very general frontal solver developed by Irons [17] and 
used extensively in the TEXGAP computer programs [1]. In this report there 
are 3 versions of ZIPP that are used. The first is the original deck as 
coded by Irons and listed in his paper [17]. The original version used Fortran 
1/0 and was written to include many options for multiple load vectors and 
resolutions for nonlinear problems. The first modification converted all 1/0 
and removed some burdensome logic related to the multiple load vectors and 
resolutions. This version is called HSZIPP1 for ttigh ~eed binary 1/0. 
Since ZIPP uses its own dimensioned buffer [17] there is greater control 
possible over when the internal buffer is released to the I/O buffer (or 
transferred directly to disk). Irons' original version released the dimen-
sioned buffer after each element had been processed, thus the typical number 
of words transferred was 500-2000. A simple modification was made so that 
the internal dimensioned buffer was dumped only when it was full, thus 
5000 words are usually transferred. This second version is called HSZIPP2. 
As described in Section 2.2.2, ZIPP permits a very general node 
labeling scheme to be used because it has an extensive prefront routine 
that stores all DOF labels and then tests all other labels to determine 
the necessary information about the first, intermediate and last appearances 
of a label. This is a computationally expensive procedure that increases 
as N2 where N equals the number of degrees-of-freedom per element times 
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the number of elements (N~4n for 20 problems). This particular prefront 
feature is not common to all frontal solvers, for example, PUZZLE does not 
perform this extensive search. 
3.2.2 PUZZLE 
PUZZLE is a frontal solver developed by C.P. Johnson which can parti-
tion the front when the front size f2/2 exceeds the available core [18]. 
Another important feature of this code is its extensive substructuring capa-
bility. The frontal method intrinsic1y generates substructure stiffnesses 
, 
as the front progress, and the coding in PUZZLE fully exploits this useful 
feature. PUZZLE operates in a similar manner to ZIPP although the coding is 
quite different. The PUZZLE prefront is less general than ZIPP and is consi-
derably more efficient. For typical continuum problems this loss in generality 
is minor. 
Like the ZIPP versions, PUZZLE handles all I/O using the high speed 
lOP routine and operates at near peak I/O efficiency on the Texas system. 
A very significant portion of this I/O efficiency occurs with large fronts 
that require partitioning of the front. Say for example that the front is 
almost constant and core memory is available only for about 1/2 of the needed 
space. Thus, 2 partitions are necessary for all frontal blocks. With USOL, 
COLSOL and most other band partitioning or column solvers this would at least 
twice as much I/O on the coefficient scratch file. However, PUZZLE is coded 
in such a way that needless repetition of I/O is minimized and frequently 
reduces the I/O burden to 1.3-1.5 times that ~equired if all coefficients 
fit in-core. For problems that require 3-iO frontal partitions, this savings 
could be 1-2 orders of magnitude. 
3.3 Column Solvers 
3.3.1 SKYSOL 
SKYSOL is an in-core skyline or column solver developed by C. A. 
Felippa [12]. Since SKYSOL is in-core. the maximum capacity is limited 
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to problems with 400 to 1000 OOf. In situations where there are only a 
few long columns, it is especially efficient in reducing storage as illu-
strated in Figure 2.6. SKYSOl is useful for one-dimensional and some 
small two-dimensional problems. It is used in this research to provide 
"base-line" comparisons, since it is anticipated that all out-of-core 
solvers will be less efficient. 
The method used for storing the coefficients is the compacted column 
storage scheme discussed in Section 2.3.2. All the elements above the 
main diagonal are stored in sequence by columns. All coefficients above 
the first nonzero coefficient in each column are omitted and all coeffi-
cients between that point and the main diagonal are stored whether or not 
they are zeros. To use tl~e compacted storage scheme, a locator array is 
needed to locate the position of the diagonal coefficients in the one-
dimensional array. The locator ;srray gives the necessary information to 
assemble the total stiffness and determines how many elements need to be 
revised during the elimination proc0dure of a given coefficient. 
3.3.2 GASP 
GASP is an active column or skyline solver coded by C. P. Johnson 
at the University of Texas at Austin primarily for the analysis of thin shell 
structures (which usually have 5 or 6 OOF per node). Since GASP was not 
intended for use in a general purpose code, the column heights are restricted 
to be such that they do not extend past the previous block. For example, 
in Figure 2.8 the column heights in block #3 extend only part way into 
block #2 but block #4 extneds back to block #1. In GASP, block #4 would be 
restricted to a height of 8. This restriction is important in limiting 
I/O since multiple passes through the stiffness coefficient scratch file 
are eliminated. 
GASP was coded using the high speed binary I/O routines available at 
Texas, thus further enhancing its I/O efficiency. As with all column solvers, 
GASP must separate the assembly and reduction phases and make multiple passes 
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through the element stiffness file. However, cumulative lower and upper , 
limits on these passes are computed to reduce needless I/O. GASP requires 
the nodal connectiv"ity array to be stored in-core and requires that the 
array contain DOF numbers for purposes of storage (gaps are permitted). 
3.3.3 cOLSOL 
COLSOl is an active column solver coded by Wilson and Dovey at the Uni-
versity of California to replace USOL in the SAP codes [8]. Like USOL. COLSOL 
can handle virtually linl ~h lited bandwidths or column heights or conversely 
can fit into very small core when necessary_ Thus, COLSOL must handle column 
heights that extend past the previous block, e.g., block #4 in Figure 2.8. 
All I/O in COL SOL is unformatted fortran I/O and because COL SOL was obtained 
late 1n this study it was not possible to improve it. For this reason, 
timings on COL SOL are likely to be slower than for more optimized coding. 
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CHAPTER 4 COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE VARIOUS SOLVERS 
4~1 Basis of "Comparison 
The main thrust of this research is to compare the computational 
efficiency of the various methods of solving systems of equations by per-
forming controlled numerical experiments on the solvers described in 
Chapter 3. The basis of comparison will be the "computer time" required 
by each solver to effect the solution of a set of model problems. 
It is extremely important in evalua~ing this particular research 
to at all times remember the nature of the reported computer timings. All 
results presented herein were obtained on the University of Texas 6600/6400 
operating system. This system permits two types of timing; a "central 
processor{CP} clock" and a charge time {TM}. TM time equals CP time 
(sec) + 0.004 PRUs where 1 PRU = 64 (60 b"its) words read or written. All 
times are in seconds. Every possible effort was made to run the model 
problems on the 6600 because the 6400 gives "equivalent 6600" time. In 
practice, it is found that runs on the 6400 were generally 10-50~ longer 
than on the 6600. In spite of our efforts to eliminate this variable, it 
is possible that some of the times reported are from 6400 runs. In any 
event, CDC 6600s are well known for their poor "clocks" and variations of 
+15% are possible depending on how manj "rollouts" of the job are made. 
Generally, jobs are run during peak demand periods give longer times than 
those run at low demand periods. In spite of all these difficulties, it 
was still possible to adequately interpret and compare results and fre-
quently duplicate runs gave variations as 1 lW as ~l%. 
When comparing equation solvers it is important to establish a 
common basis of comparison, or the results of the experiments could be 
meaningless. To this end, all equation solvers were required to read a 
sequential file of element stiffness coefficients (including the right 
hand side), assemble the coefficients, reduce the coefficients (forward 
elimination) and backsubstitute to compute and print the solution. The 
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Th'js permitted a check on the solution since xj =l to machine accuracy 
(14 figures) and av~ided the special case of Aij=O for ilj which could 
lead to erroneous comparisons since some solvers skip on zeros. The sequen-
tial file of stiffness coefficients was generally written and read using 
standard FORTRAN unformatted I/O so that a minimum charge of 512 words 
(8 PRUs) was incurred for each read or write. Some of the runs (p.spec;a11y 
the ZIPP runs) were made using the high speed binary I/O rn~t;ne lOP and 
this reduced these I/O changes by up to a factor of 10. However, since 
most of the problems requir.ed only one pass thtough the element tape this 
effect was negligible since most of the I/O takes place when the assembled 
coefficients are read and written. 
Equatfon solvers also need inforrr.ation on the connectivity of the ele-
ments and in general this information was also passed to the solver by means 
of a sequential file. However, it was not possible to demand a like effort 
from each solver because of the particular coding in the solvers that were 
available. For example, ZIPP reads such a file and takes the information 
in the file as labels from which a frontal storage position is computed. 
PUZZLE performs a similar function but requires the labels to be integer 
numbers from 1 to N. Gaps are permitted. but storage is allocated for N 
numbers; a much more restrictive form than ZIPP which creates the numbering. 
USOL and COL SOL both require degree-of-freedom numbering a priori so that 
no bookkeeping need be done in the solver. Clearly, no meaningful compar-
isons can be established for the connectivity-bookkeeping phase. However, 
this is not a troublesome pOint since in all solvers except ZIPP this time 
is small. ZIPP does require a substantial amount of time in its prefront 
and for that reason it 1s reported separately. 
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Whenever possible, all identifiable times have been reported; these 
include: 
ll} prefront and/or bookkeeping 
l2) assembly 
(3) forward elimination 
(4) backsubstitution 
(5) total time in solver 
Because of their intrinsic nature, it is not possible to provide separate 
timings on each phase for each solver. For example, ZIPP and BANSOL com-
bine assembly and forward elimination. but USOl and COL SOL separate them 
at the expense of an extra write and read of the entire system of equations. 
In spite of the aforementioned difficulties, it is still possible 
to make meaningful comparisons between the solvers by simply monitoring 
the total CP and TM time required for each solver. 
4.2 Comparison Problems 
The most important item in the comparison basis is of course the set 
of sample problems. This research was directed at large out-of-core solvers 
and for that reason intermediate and larg~ two-dimensional (2 DOF per node) 
and small three-dimensional (3 OOF per node) problems were chosen. It was 
not necessary to select intenmediate or large 3D problems as the results 
wi 11 show. 
!I.t the present time the majority of finH~ element production prob-
lems still seem to be solved with first order or linear elements, that is. 
elements with only corner nodes. although use of the quadratic elements (elements with 1 midside node per edge) is increasing. For that reason, 
and because this reseat'ch was partially aimed at the TEXGAP comp~ter codes. 
the following element types were used: 
Q4-4 node quadrilaterals (8 DOF) 
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QS-8 node quadrilaterals (16 OOF) 
8S-8 node bricks (24 OaF) 
820-20 node bricks (60 OaF) 
All of the model problems were uniform rectangular grids in 20 and cubic grids in 3~. These are highly specialized grids but they are probably representative of the majority of production problems. In any case. it is doubtful that grid regularity affected the results appreciably. Unless there is some par·ticu1ar feature of the equations (e.g .• extremely sparse fronts or bands) that can be readily identified and taken advantage of in the solver, the results for irregular grids will be similar. Of particular importance 1n the choice of model problems is the presence or absence of m1dside nodes. If there are only corner nodes in the grid (Q4 or B8 ele-ments) then the front and band are equal. However. if midside nodes are present the front is always less than the band and frequently significantly less. Hidside nodes are very troublesome to bandsolvers and run the band up considerably. thereby increasing storage and solution time by approx-imately the square of the band. Midside nodes cause no difficulty with frontal or column solvers both of which appear to treat these nodes effi-ciently with frontal solvers perhaps having a small edge. Frontal solvers generally perform less efficiently on grids using only corner nodes since only a few OaF per element are eliminated. In general, band. frontal and column solvers do about the same computations for grids with no midside nodes so the solvers with the least bookkeeping will always perform best. Bookkeep~ng is generally smallest in bandsolvers and highest in frontal solvers. 
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• Band & Front for Prob 11 b-f.26 • 
Figure 4.1 Test Problems 11 & 2 for the Q4 
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b=f=26. Test Problem #2 was run on the same grid but numbering across 
the 24 element directi~n so that b=f=54. In Figure 4.2 is shown a grid 
of 5 x 12 = 60 Q8 elements and 11 x 25 - 60 = 215 nodes and 430 OOF. Test 
Problem #3 was run on this grid with the numbering across the 5 element 
direction so that b=40 and f=32. Test Problem #4 numbers across the 12 
element direction so that b=82 and f=60. 
These four problems are not large but neither are they small in size 
and they were selected because the general resolution between the Q4 and Q8 grids will be comparable. Thus, for a given modeling thE four problems 
give a range of bands and fronts while retaining approximately the same 
number of DOF. The missing 60 nodes in problems 3 & 4 could be handled by 
a frontal or column solver with little additional computational effort. 
4.3 Results 
The timings for problems 1-4 are given in Tables 4.1-4. Similar 
results are also given in Tables 4.5-6 for a 36 x 10 grid of Q4, and an 
18 x 5 grid of Q8s. This had the effect of increasing the band and front; 
n=814, b=f=78 for Test Problem 15 and n=634, b=118, f=84 for Test Problem #6. 
The results reveal that as expected the in-core SKYSOL is the most 
efficient in both total CP & TM time for the solution. When considering 
1M time, BANSOL was always the next most efficient and usually was close on 
CP times. Note that BAN SOL & USOL were faster for CP times than the frontal 
and column solver for problems 1, 2 & 5, the Q4 problems 9 but were slower 
for problems 3, 4 & 6, the Q8 problems. This is caused by the midside 
nodes running the bandwidth up and demonstrates the general superiority 
of frontal and column solvers for grids with midside nodes. 
The CP times reported for USOL are generally comparable but the TM 
times are very poor. This is caused by high 1,0 changes from unnecessary 
1/0 such as forming the equation separately before beginning the reduction 
process. This doubles the 1/0 changes because if sufficient core is avail-
able to store the full band, front or active columns and no secondary parti-
tioning is necessary, then each stiffness coefficient must be written and 
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SKYSOl BAN SOL USOl ZIPP HSZIPP1 HSZIPP2 PUZZLE GASP COLSOL 
TM(sec) 3.26 6.94 25.27 61.08 40. 98 25.56 26. 91 
CP(sec) 2.22 3.05 4.73 7.26 5.70 5.08 6.09 w \0 
Working Array 
Storage 13,441 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 
I/O PRU's 
TM(sec) 3.54 6.83 29.34 78 .20 38.54 23 . 72 35.38 @.004 sec/PRU 
Table 4.1 Test Problem #1 10x24 Grid of Q4's 
n=550 b=f=26 
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BANSOl USOl ZIPP HSZIPPl HSZIPP2 PUZZLE GASP COL SOL 
15.17 37.77 64.79 · 46.52 29.60 33.01 
6.62 4.36 11.00 10.25 8.01 10.50 
12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 
10.48 42.19 78.20 39.50 24.84 28.16 
Table 4.2 Test Problem 12 24xl0 Grid of Q4's 
n=550 b=f=54 
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SJ(YSOl BAN SOL USOl ZIPP HSZIPP1 HSZIPP2 PUZZLE GASP COLSOL 
TM(sec) 3.28 7.29 13.81 17.75 12.98 9.46 9.97 
CP(sec) 2.22 3.70 3.95 4.21 3.26 3.13 3.08 ~ 
- Working Array 
Storage 13,329 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 
I/O PRU's 
TM(sec) 3.66 6.46 12.88 20.57 11.77 8.35 13.53 @.004 sec/PRU 
Table 4.3 Test Problem #3 5x12 Grid of Q8's 
n=430 b=40 f=32 
., 
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SKYSOL USOL ZIPP HSZIPP1 HSZIPP2 PUZZLE GASP COL SOL 
TH(sec) 5.66 34.00 20.37 17.37 12.43 13.01 
CP(sec) 4.63 8.18 6.54 6.97 5.04 5.45 
Working Array 
~ Storage 25,929 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 N 
I/O PRU's 
TH(sec) 5.52 28.83 20.86 12.40 9.44 12.03 @.004 sec/PRU 
Tab1e 4.4 Test Problem #4 l2x5 Grid of Q8's 
n=430 b=82 f=60 
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USOl ZIPP HSZIPP1 HSZIPP2 PUZZLE GASP COlSOl 
TM(sec) 97.9 103.4 75.9 54.4 60.4 
CP(sec) 14.8 22.8 19.8 18. 1 24.4 
~ 
w Working Array 
Storage 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 12,000 
I/O PRU's 
TM(sec) 95.7 116.6 60.5 40.7 44.8 
@.004 sec/PRU 
Table 4.5 Test Problem #5 36xlO Grid of Q4's 
n=814 b=f=78 
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I/O PRU IS 
TM(sec) 
@.004 sec/PRU 
USOL ZIPP HSZIPPl HSZIPP2 PUZZLE 
83.97 36.06 28.92 25.47 24.99 
20.41 14.02 12.45 11.92 12.41 
12.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 12.000 
67.53 31.99 19.02 18.51 18.40 
Table 4.6 Test Problem #6 18x5 Grid of Q8's 
n=634 b=118 f=84 
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read only once. For this reason, no further studies on USOL were made since 
it is clearly inefficient. 
There are 3 columns of results given for th~ ZIPP solvers that reflect 
only improvements in the I/O handling and no computational changes. Note 
that reductions of up to 60% were made in the TM time and that this also 
resulted in CP reductions of up to 30%. Inefficient I/O is clearly to be 
avoided both to reduce wasted lIfO) charges and to increase CP efficiency. 
The results from HSZIPP2 and PUZZLE are seen to be similar as would be 
expected since both are frontal solvers and both use efficient high speed 
binary I/O. 
Another important variable reported in Tables 4. 1-6 is the storage 
required for the solver with a nominal lower level cutoff of 12,000 words 
being taken. For Problem #1, SKYSOl needed only 13,441 words to store all 
coefficients entirely in core, but BANSOl or USOL would need n*b=14,300 and 
since only 12,000 were made available they needed at least 2 blocks of equa-
tions to effect the solution. In Problem #2 almost twice the amount of core 
was needed by SKYSOL. BAN SOL and USOl needed over 5,000 words just for their ~b2 blocks. ZIPP and PUZZLE actually needed only f2/2:l300 for their active 
storage. In Problem #4 SKYSOL needed 26,000 words; BANSOL and USOL needed 2b2~15500 just for the blocks, but ZIPP. PUZZLE and COlSOL could get by with 
only 3900 wo eds. Problem #6 gets quite large and would have required 
2b2=28,000 words for 2 full blocks and thus with only 12,000 available USOL 
had to effect a secondary partition - doubling its PRUs. Note that for 
Problem #6 USOl require over 3 times the TM time and 70% more CP time than 
ZIPP. ZIPP's storage requirements were still under 4,000 words, a factor of 
4 less than needed by USOL to stay in-core. 
4.4 Further Results for Frontal Solvers 
4.4.0 General Remarks 
The conclusion that can be drawn from the results given in Tables 
4.1-6 is that HSZIPP2 and PUZZLE consistently give faster CP and TM timings. 
For problems which do not require subdivision of the front there is little 
difference between HSZIPP2 and PUZZLE except for the more extensive prefront 
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, 
used in the ZIPP codes. Because the frontal codes were found to be the 
more efficient, it was decided to study HSZIPP2 in more detail. Frontal 
solvers consist of 3 major parts; prefront, front and backsubstitution. 
the remainder of this chapter a study will be made of these parts. 
4.4.1 ZIPP Prefront 
In 
The frontal technique in the ZIPP codes must perform extensive pre-
front sot'ting on the connectivity to obtain equation numbers in the front. 
In so doing, it is necessary to sort through the connectivities element by 
element as shown by the synlbolic Fortran coding in Table 4.7. For this 
reason, the CP times in the prefront should be uniquely detenmined by NIZZ. 
NIZZ = (No. DOF/element)*(No. of element). 
NLAST=O 
DO 300 NEL=l,NUMEL 
DO 200 KL=l,KUREL 
NLAST=NLAST+l 
DO 100 N=NLAST+l,NIZZ 
IF (NIZ{NLAST).NE.NIX(N» GO TO 100 
1 00 CONTI NUE 
200 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE 
Table 4.7 Symbolic Fortran 1n ZIPP Prefront 
Since the sort is triangular the dependence should be proportional to NIIZ2. 
This is verified by the prefront timings shown in Figure 4.3 for the Q8 
elements. Although the logic given in Table 4.7 has some nominal dependence 
on KUREL and NELEM, the number of degrees-of-freedom per element and the 
total number of elements, respectively, the strong dependence is on NIII, 
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Figure 4.3 ZIPP Prefront Times for Q8 
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Figure 4.4 ZIPP Prefront Times for Various Elements 
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;n Figure 4.4 for the Q4, Q12, B20 and l2 element types were not expected. 
Table 4.8 gives the relevant statistics for these element types (the ilL" 
type is one-dimensional, "Q" types are two-dimensional and the liB" type is 
three-dimensional). 
Total No. of COF Element No. of Nodes No. of DOF per element per node KUREL 
l2 2 1 2 
Q4 4 2 8 
Qa 8 2 16 
Q12 12 2 24 
B20 20 3 60 
Table 4.a Prefront Test E1emell t Types 
As shown in Figure 4.4, for a fixed val~~ of NIZZ, thp. L2 requires the 
most time, the Qa and Q12 less time and the Q4 and 820 the least time. These 
differences are substantial even for NIZZ as 10w as 4,000. There is no obvious 
explanation for these unusual groupings or the strong time differentials. 
The prefront times in ZIPP can be significant, but as discussed earlier, 
this procedure is very general and may not be ~Iecessary for many problems. 
For example, for the 820 element with 3 degrees-of-freeoom per node, it is 
necessary to do the sorting onli 0:1 the 20 nodes rather than the 60 total 
degrees-of-freedom in the element. The node scheme will typically be 9 times 
more efficient. 
4.4.2 ZIPP Front 
Naturally, the majority of execution is spent in the "front" portion 
of frontal solvers which consists of both the assembly and reduction phases. 
Front times have been measured for the Q4, Q8, Q12 and 820 elements. 
In Figure 4.5 is plotted CP time for the front port10n ·vs. the total 
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the Q8 element type. As would be expected, the time varies linearly with n , 
for fixed f. Figure 4.6 is a similar plot for the Q4 el~nent type and reveals 
similar results. In Figure 4.7 is given a master plot of CP time per 1,000 
equations(n) vs. the front width(f) for fronts from 25 to 200 for the Q4, 
Q8, Q12 and B20 element types. Over this range in front widths, the curve is 
seen to mildly q~adratic, but obviously for front widths between 50 and 200 the 
curve is nearly linear. This is further illustrated in Figure 4.8 where CP 
time vs. n is plotted. This indicates that ZIPP handles large fronts effi-
ciently, perhaps improving in efficiency as the front grows (of course, the 
front must remain in core). It would be interesting to test further in the 
range of fronts from 200 to 500 (1~5,OOO words of storage) to determine if 
this weak curvature continues. 
4.4.3 ZIPP Backsubstitution 
In frontal codes backsubstitution occurs element by element, and as 
in the prefront, backsubstitution times should be uniquely determined by 
NIZZ, with the variation nearly linearly~ This is verified in Figure 4.9 
for all element types. Note that the vertical scale in Figure 4.9 reaches 
only 12 CP sec for NIZZ:l~,OOO. This is substantially less than prefront 
times and can clearly be neglected. 
4.4.4 Further PUZZLE Results 
The results reported for PUZZLE show that it operates at an efficiency 
comparable to ZIPP for all of the test problems. Because PUZZLE is the only 
known frontal code to partition the front. further numerical studies were 
performed on a larger class tes·t problem. A sequence of tests using the 
4x4x2 and 4x4x3 grids of 20 node brick elements (B20, with 3 DOF per node) 
shown in Figure 4.10 were perfonned. The reason that 4x4x2 and 4x4x3 
grids were run was to detennine the incremental time to solve a layer of 
4x4 B20 elements. The front for these problems when numbering across the 
4x4 plane is 86 nodes or 258 DOF, thus the storage required for the entire 
front is 33411 words. The results for these runs are given in Table 4.9. 
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Figure 4.6 CP(sec) in ZIPP Front vs n for Q4 
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Figure 4.7 ZIPP Front CP Times per 1000 equations 
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Figure 4.8 ZIPP Front Times vs f*n 
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Figure 4.9 ZIPP Backsubstitution T: .es 
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max/min max words TM Time (sec) 
no. partitions per partiti on 4x4x3 4x4x2 11 
1/1 33411 130.8 78.4 52.4 
2/1 33153 187.1 78.1 109.0 
4/3 14535 289.1 146.3 142.8 
16/6 8911 314.3 161.9 152.4 
Table 4.9 Total TM Time in PUZZLE for B20 Problems 
The first line in Table 4.9 gives the TM times when sufficient core 
for the entire front is available and gives an incremental time per layer of 
4x4 B20's as 52.4 sec. The second line of the table gives the data for a 
similar run with virtually the same core, but slightly less than needed to 
fit the front entirely in-core. The column giving the maximum/minimum number 
of partitions reflects the differences in the number of OOF per element that 
are eliminated. As more OOF are eliminated, more partitions are needed. 
In general, the minimum number of partitions reflects the typical situation. 
The 4x4x2 grid with 2 partitions ran in essentially the same tim~ as 1 par-
tition because with only 2 layers the maximum front is not achieved. How-
ever, the 4x4x3 required about 56 sec more TM time. Thus, the increase in 
11 TM time was about 100%. The 3 partitions were run with about 15,000 words 
of core and the increase in 11 time over 1 partition was about 200%. However, 
the 6 partition run with less than 9000 words of core was almost the same as 
the 3 partition run. C1ea~ly, PUZZLE is very efficient at handling the extra 
I/O needed when partitioning the front. 
The typical prefront times for all runs (i.e., the ro\'1S in Table 4.9) 
was 10.2 sec for the 4x4x3, 6.5 sec for the 4x4x2 and 3.7 sec for the 11. 
The typical backsubstitution time was 16.9 sec for the 4x4x3, 10.7 sec for 
the 4x4x2 and 6.2 sec for the 6. 
A sequence of calculations were also run on Q8 grids with a variable 
number of elements across the front(n f ). These results are given in Figure 4.11 where the ratio of PP/CP and TM time per element are plotted 
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easily computed from this by the formula 
Thus, Figure 4.11 gives results for fronts up to f=174. This requires only 
about 15,000 words of storage and consequently all runs were made without 
secondary partitioning of the front. 
, 
PP stands for the standard CDC "peripheral processing" time. Note TM 
time equals CP time + a multiple of PP time. In PUZZLE the PP burden is quite 
low varying in an inverse fashion from 1.5 for nf=10 to about 0.25 for 
nf=80. TM time is seen to increase in a weak quadratic fashion with nf , varying from 0.20 sec/elm for nf=lO to 2.0 sec/elm for nf=80. This is very similar to the behavior reported for ZIPP and again it would be very 
interesting to see if the weak quadratic behavior continues for larger 
fronts. 
4.5 Qualitative Evaluation of Column Solvers 
While the numerical experiments reported herein for the out-of-core 
column solver COL SOL were done as fairly as possible, these results are 
undoubtedly less than optimal since no effort was spent enhancing the I/O 
efficiency of COLSOL. For a more accurate comparison this must be accom-
plished. However, there are some general qualitative conclusions that 
can be drawn. 
Column solvers generally require the assembly and reduction phases 
to be separated and this means that a minimum of 4 I/O transfers (2 reads 
and writes) must be performed. Thus, these column solvers start at a 
distinct disadvantage to frontal solvers like ZIPP or PUZZLE. Recall that 
for large fronts or bands the main consideration is I/O efficiency. Also, 
it is doubtful that central processor variations of more than ±10% will be 
observed between efficiently coded solvers of either type. Another dis-
tinct disadvantage of column solvers is that for regular grids with large 
fronts or bands, the connecthity beb/een column blocks will always be more 
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extensive than for frontal blocks because one frontal block will only con- , 
nect within itself when partitioned, but column connectivities may easily 
extend across one or more major column blocks. 
For these reasons it is doubtful that even the most 1/0 efficient 
column solver will ever achieve the low I/O changes reported herein for 
PUZZLE. This is not to say that column solvers are not useful for many 
applications where the band is highly variable, but the preliminary eval-
uation is that for regular 20 and 3D grids (especially with midside nodes), 
frontal solvers will give lower charges. Notwithstanding, further study of 
column solvers is clearly indicated. 
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The results of this research are probably of questionable value 
because of the excessive I/O charges on the Texas computer and also because 
better control over the solvers is ~ndoubtedly necessary. In the present 
study little attempt was made to recode any of the solvers (other than 
ZIPP) and the particular patches made to run solvers coded by outside 
sources are probably not optimal for purposes of careful and accurate com-
parison. For this reason, the reader is cautioned to make similar studies 
on the particular compute system being used. However, it is the author's 
opinion that a great deal of useful qualitative information was learned in 
the present study (certainly by the author). 
Of relevant interest to those who solve large scale 20 and 3D 
continuum problems on a routine basis are out-of-core frontal and column (skyline) solvers. Clearly in-core and bandsolvers are useful only 
for testing or research purposes and have no place in large scale general 
purposes computer programs. There are two subclasses of these solvers of 
interest, namely, those solvers that partition the front or active column 
area and those that don't (many column solvers automatically do this). 
Partitioning is required only when the front becomes too large to fit into 
available memory. For example, if 4 x 104 words can be dimensioned in 
central memory then a maximunl front of 300 can be handled without parti-
tioning. This would be sufficient for almost all 20 problems and some small 
3D problems. However, if for example large ~emory is used on a CDC 7600, 
up to 2.5 x 105 can be dimensioned permitting fronts of 700 to be processed. 
This would be sufficient for all but the largest 3D problems. Thus, users 
at installations with large systems would typically use ZIPP which does not 
partition, but on smaller computer systems (e.g., Univ. of Texas, mini or 
micro-computers) PUZZLE or COL SOL would be necessary for large problems. 
The choice between frontal and column solvers has probably not been 
sufficiently resolved by the present study although the author has some 
preliminary evaluations. Selection between the two methods should currently 
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system (expecially the I/O), the nature of the code in which the solver is 
to be used and the particular bias of the user. The frontal method probably 
offers more flexibility to the programmer doing code development and in 
particular, ZIPP is quite easy to communicate with. Both frontal and column 
solvers offer strong potential for substructing and of course substructing 
invariably lowers computational costs and storage requirements when it can 
be used. PUZZLE appears to be a very strong competitor in the substructing 
area. At present the author's choice is the frontal solver, expecially for 
grids with midside nodes. 
The bottom line in evaluation of out-of-core frontal and column 
solvers appears to be quite simple. If partitioning 1s not done by ~he 
solver l then the I/O charges are fixed. There is no variation bet.ween good 
solvers of either type because the write and read the file of element stiff-
ness coefficients and the file of assembled coefficients exactly once. A 
solver of this class that does more I/O is unnecessarily inefficient. There-
fore, I/O efficiency is not a factor beyond the above point and efficiency 
can be measured solely on a CP basis. For solvers that partition the front 
or active column area almo~t the reverse is true because multiple passes 
through the element file and the scratch file for the reduced coefficients 
is required. Since this will typically increase I/O charges by a factor of 
2-10, I/O will almost always dominate the charge algorithm. CP efficiency 
cannot be ignored but variations of 25% would be in the noise level compared 
to I/O variations. PUZZLE appears to be an extremely strong competitor in 
the area of I/O efficiency for partitioning solvers. Unlike other schemes, 
PUZZLE does not require a integer multiple of passes through the scratch file 
and runs with multiples as low as 1.3 have been observed. 
The reader will have undoubtedly detected a bias towards CDC equip-
ment and the author readily admits to such. The 60 bit word effectively 
eliminates concern over roundoff error for most problems. IBM equipment 
(32 bits) of course requires full double precision for all computations and 








all large systems of equations.* Double precision arithmatic is obviously , 
more expensive and for that reason will alter any conclusions about CP 
efficiency. 
While CDC's word size is commendable, its I/O handling is certainly 
not. There are no standard I/O packages available on CDC equipment and 
it is this author's experience that each CDC installation has either no 
such package or four of them; none adequately documented and generally total 
unknown quantities to the system programmers there. This is an unacceptable 
situation and at present effectively prohibits the transfer of I/O efficient 
codes. There are several important factors to consider when improving I/O 
efficiency. Most I/O routines do some form of buffering that mayor may not 
be useful. Buffering is hardly ever useful and the author recommends direct 
transfer from central memory to disk without buffering. This is especially 
important when performing syncronous I/O to random storage (syncronous I/O 
waits untii the transfer is complete before continuing execution). Random 
storage is generally desirable because the equation solver scratch file 
must be read in reverse o~der and because the block size does not need to 
vary, thus making direct addressing straightforward. Asyncronous I/O (execution continues while I/O is being done) appears attractive due to the 
obvious CP efficiency. However, in practice to effectively utilize this 
feature requires a fairly sophisticate coding effort and a tradeoff with 
the more straightforward syncronous transfer of single large blocks directly (without buffering) to disk may not give a clear advantage to asyncronous 
schemes. This entire process is future complicated by the CP interrupti~ns 
on multi-processing computers. 
In closing it appears to the author that the question of out-of-core 
solvers is not a closed one. For static problems the choice seems clearly 
to go with a frontal or column solver. For implicit dynamic codes this 
choice is not obvious but the "til til would seem to ga to iterative or hybrid 
methods. especially SOR and conjugate gradient techniques. Thus, there 
appears to be a need for further research. It would seem appropriate to 






continue the study of direct codes but develop frontal and column solver ' 
codes from scratch as opposed to using existing subroutines as was done in 
the present study. The author's choice would be to develop solvers like 
PUZZLE that partition when necessary but at no loss •. f efficiency when parti-
tioning is not required. A parallel effort on iterative methods also seems 
desirable at ttiis time for several reasons. The next generation of computers 
will permit regular solution of 3D nonlinear dynamic problems. They will 
also be more prone to I/O binding than present computers simply because the 
CP will be faster. This will tilt the balance towards number crunching and 
away from I/O thus making iterative methods more attractive than at present. 
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BANSOl BANDED EQUATION SOLVER 
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Q2 FORM'TC* 92 NO NPO NUMNP NNP NUMEL MaAND.,I,bll~) 
00 500 N=l,NUMEl 
IFCN.EQ.l) GO TO 3 
DO 90 K=l,NP 
t1 =N .. l 
I2=Il/NI 
IFC12*NI.EQ.Il' GO TO 31 
11<=2 
IF(K.EQ.4.0R.K.EQ,8) 11<=1 











00 10 1=1, NPD 








IF(N,GT.2) GO TO 5J0 
500 CONTINUE 








5~1 FORMATC* TOTAL 1M TIME I~ a4NSOL = *,F10.51 
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C 
COMMON 
1 MBAND, N~P, NO, NHA~, NUHeL~, SC8b4), A(12000) 
DIMENSION L~(8),IV(8),SC25b),F(1b) 
C· •• ** 
C 















SELECT ELE~ENT IN SLOCK 
C 
CALL IOP()HREW,2) 
00 210 Nat,NUMEL 
CALL IOP(2HR8,2,ly,NCOU~T) 
IF(N,LE,NELl GO TO 210 
00 80 I:al,NP 
IF (IYCI).LT,NL) GO TO 80 
IF CIY(ll,LE.NM) GO TO 90 
80 CONTINUE 
GO TO 210 
C~.*** ADO STIFFNESS AND FO~CE VECTOR 
C 





00 200 I:al,NP 
U=LM CI) -I<SHIfT 
IJ=M8ANO*(U-1) 
NNaI J-l.H CI) + 1 
00 200 K=I,2 
KKaKK+1 
111111+1 




00 201it J=l,NP 
JJ=NN+LMCJ) 
00 2~~ L=,,2 
LL-LL+l 
JJ-JJ+1 



















l.n 84NnF.:n EQUATION 50LVe.~, R€DUCER AND BACKSUeSTITUTER 
CO"t1'40N 
1 "'HAND, NNP, Nn, NH4X, NUM8lk, BC8&~), A(1200~) 
DIMENSION U(l), I~TA(3~). JOTB(J~) 
PRINT tl1,ND,NUH6LK,IT~ 
lit FORMATC* 11 1 NO NUI'4~l~ ITV*I,3I10) 
IF CITY.EQ.3) GO TO 3~e 
c 
c***** 




IF (N.GT.NMAX) GO TO 200 
O=4CN) 












IF (C.EQ.~.~) GO TO 13~ 










GO TO 110 
200 IF (ITv.EQ.2) RETURN 






















220 A (JJ) =0.0 
IF (~.LT.HSAND) GO TO i10 
N:N+l 
DO ~30 I=N,~D 
8CI):l0.0 

























IF (N.GT,I) GO TO 320 
NUMBLK=NU"'RLK~l 
IF CNUMQLK,LE,0) RETUR~ 
C-**** SHIFT LAST UNKNOWNS ANU REAO NEXT BLOCK C 
I=ND 
NaB 
00 359 L=t,HBAND 
IeI+l 
N=N+t 





IFCIO,EQ.0) GO TO 310 
PRINT 351 
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• T APEb=OIJTPUT) 
** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** SAP2 A STATIC ANALYSIS PROGRAM FOR THREE-DIMENSIONAL STRUCTURES 
REVISED MARCH 1972 
** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** ** COMMON 4(12000) 




** ** ** ,
C PROGRAM CAPACITY CONTROLLED BY THE FOLLO~lNG TWO STATEMENTS ••• 
C 
c 































IF (~EQB.GT,NEQ) ~EQ8=NEQ 
N3=N2+NEQB*LL 
N4:Nl+b*LL 
WRITE Cb,2~1) NEQ,"'8ANO,NEQa,NBLOCK 




00 100 ND1,NUHEL 
IFCN,EQ.1) GO TO 91 
00 9~ K=l,NP 
U=N-l 
12=It/NI 










GO TO 92 
91 ~EAD 2~,(LCONECCI),Ict,NP) 
20 FORMAT(8I5) 










DO 95 1=I,N"2 
DO 95 J=I,NP2 
S(I,J)=l.~E-O 


















CALL JORIN FO(A,J2) 
CALL SECOND(T(Z» 


















30 FORMATC. 30 CSTF CUSOL TSTF TUSOL *,4F10,6) 
PRINT 15,CPTOL,TMTOL 
78 
l~ FOR~'T(* rOTAL CP TIME I~ USOL = *,F10,bl 
, * TOTAL T~ rr~E t~ USOL = *,F10,6) 
101 FORMAT(1~M2 TOTAL NUMBEH OF EQUATIONS -,l~, 
I 134M ~ANOWIOTH -,15, 
l 134M NU~BER OF EQUATIONS IN A 8LOCK a,15, 
3 114H NU~AER OF ALOCKS .,15) 
END 
SUBROUTINE MOYEB(ICALL,NEQ8,M,NBLDC~,LL'NE28,U) 
COMMON I~KWI eB(2~0~) 
DIMENSION U(NE2S,LL) 
NN~ICALL*NEQa 
00 1 I~1,NEQ8 





DO Z I=l,NEOB 





SUBROUTINE ADOSTF (A,8,NUMEl,NOLOC~,NEZ8,LL,M8ANO,NI,NJ,NP) 




















FORM EQUATIONS IN RLOCKS 
ICALLa0 
DO 1~0~ M=l,NRLOCK ,2 
DO 100 I=1,NE28 
00 l~~ J=l,MSANO 
A(I,J)~ la. 
( ~ 8LOC~S AT A TIME) 
CALL MOVEBCICALL,NEQS,M,N8LOCK,l~,NE28,8) 








IF(MM,NE.l) GO TO 75 
NAa2 
NUME-NUMEL 




7S 00 7~~ Nal,NUME 
RE4DC~A) LAO,(SS(Il,Izt,LAO) 
DO b(cH' 1-1, NO 
LMNcl·L"'(1) 
lI=LMCU·NSHIFT 












IF(HM,GT.l) GO TO 700 
DO b51f Ial,ND 
I1=LM(I).NSHIFT 
IF(II.GT.NE2S.A.ND,II.LE.NE8~) GO TO bb0 650 CONTINUE 
GO TO 700 
660 WRITE(1) LAD,(SSCI),!al,LAOl NUM7aNUM7+1 
701a CONTINUE 
WRITE(4) «A(I,J),I.l,NEQB),J=1,MBANO),CC8(I,~),I.l,NEQ8),Lal,LL) 
IF(M.EQ.NBLOCK) GO TO t000 WRITE(4) «A(I,J),I=K,NE2B),J=1,MB~NO),C(8(I,L),I~K,NE28),L=1,LL) I'(~M.EQ.H8) MMz0 1'4"'·1'4"'.1 1000 NSHIFTsNSHIFT+NE2a 
RETURN 
1002 FORMAT (QF10.0) 
2000 FOAMATC10H2STRUCTURE 12. 25HELEHENT L'AD MULTIPLIERS I 
• 10H LOAD CASE q~ lMA q~ tH~ qX lHC 9X tHO/) 2002 FORMAT (Ib,7X,4Fl~.3) 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE USOl (A,~,"'AX8,NEQB,MB,LL,NBLOCK,NS8,NORG,NBKS,NT1, 









REWI NO '~8KS 
c •••• REDUCE EQUATIONS 8LOCK.SY.SLOCK ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• C 
DO ~00 ~.I,NBLOCK 


















READ (NI) A 
00 l0~ I~l,NEQH 
O:At 1) 
IF(O) 11 5, 30~', 120 
MaNEQB*(N .. t )+1 
WRITE (b,11b) M,o 
FORMAT (JlH~SET OF EQUATIONS MAY 
2bM OIAGJNAL TE~~ OF EQU~TION 
lIDI 
00 125 J=2,NC 
II=U+NEuR 
A(U)aU(II)/O 
DO 13~ J=t,NH8,NF.QS 





00 200 J=JL,NEQB 









GO TO 300 
TO 2ij~ 
TO l'W 




00 175 L=l,lL 
A(KK)~A(~K)·C.A(JJ) 
KK=KK+NEQI) 
1 75 .J J = J J +,~ E iJ ~ 
20~ CONTI~UE 
30~ CONTINUE 
WRITE (N~KS) A,MAXA 
BE SINGULAR I 
Ie, 8M EQUALS SPEI2.1A) , 
c ..... SUBSTITUTE I~ro REMAINING EQUATIONS •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
C 
c 
00 60ij NNlIl,N8R 




HEAD (NI) ~ 
IL=1+NN*NEQ8*NEQ8 
00 7"~ l=l,NEGa 
naIL 
00 &qe K.l,~EQB 
IF (II,GT.MMS) Go TO &q0 
C='(II) 
IF (C.E~.~,0) GO TO &q0 
C=C*ACIC) 
M'X=,..AlCR(iO 
















IF(NBR.N~.iJ GO TO 7S~ 
DO 74~ I=t,NSB 
740 A(1)1:8(1) 
GO TO 81d1r.i 
750 WRITf CN2) B 










00 905 1=1,MA)( 
ge5 SCI):A. 
REwIND NRST 
C.~-•• -._ •• _._ •••• __ ._". _______ • __ •• ___ • __ ••• _. ___ • _______ • ____ ~ ___ ._ 
00 1a~0 N=l,NBLOCK 
8ACKSPACE NBKS 




DO Ql.iJ L=l,LL 
K=L *~4E8 





00 920 L=\,LL 
K=CL-ll.NEe 




00 955 Ial,NEaB 
J:NEQB+l-I 
HA)\:M4X8CJ) 
IF (A(J).EQ.0.) GO TO 955 













00 qMl Lo:t,Ll 
K = ( L .. 1 ) * ".jf": i~ , 





W!oltTE (NR:;n CHn,x=t,LS) 
PRINT 970,ClCI),I=1,LSl 
970 FORMATC. q7~ ACI)*I,(t~Et2.3) 
UH13 CONTINUE 
c •• -••••• -- __ ..... _ .• ___ .. ____ ........ ___ .. __ •.• __ ... _ ••.••• __ • __ ........ __ • 
RETURN 
END 







ZIPP FRONTAL EQUATION SOLVER 
-




t o, I 
.1-eT " 
C 
PROGRAM HSMAIN C INPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE11,TAPElq,TAPE1S.TAPElb,TAPE19, 
• TAPE5=!NPUT,T1PE&=OUTPUT) 
COMMON I~ORIERI NUMEL 




COMMON ItOINFOI JPRINT 
DIMENSION LCONEC(28) 
C *** NFUNCCI,J) DEFINED *** 
C 
NFUNCCI,J)aI+CJ*CJ-l')/Z 
1 FORMATC1Hllll,. ~.-•• -.--. NEW PROBLEM .-------••• ) 
10 FORMAT ( 215,110 ) 
IS FORMATC IIISX,*NUMEL=*,15,SX,*NEHRHS=*,15,5X,*NE\,.PAZ=*,II0 , 
20 FORMAT C I5,I,Ct0I5) ) 
51 FORMAT(* 51 CONECTIVITV*,(8I5)' 
10 FORMAT C 15,1,'5FI0,0) ) 













REAO 1~, NUHEL, NEwAHS ,NELPAZ 
PRINT 15, ~UMEL, NEWRHS ,NELPAZ 




00 100 N a 1, NUMEL 
IFCN.EQ,l) GO TO 91 
00 9WJ K=l,NP 
11 =N-S 
12:S11/NI 
IFr.12*NI.EG,IS) GO TO 11 
11<=2 
IFCK.EQ,4.0R.K.EQ.8) II<=t 





tFCN.GT.12) GO TO 91 
PRINT Sl,(LCONECfK),K a 1,NP' 





CIS CONT I ~'JE (1 .1 1~0 IO_HSIOtNTAPEG, t ,LVABL,Z9,0) PJr.L. ~, l • m;[~T1Ot4Rkl'('~~K 
00 101 I~l,LZ 89 
- :, r 7CE 3 ,, " 't$ 7 crt '$'75 ; 5 n s . t ' - ±t • M 
.. . 
C 
fL CI) =1.0E-8 
1~1 CONTINUE ' 





DO 103 I=LZK,LZ 
EL (I) =1.0 
un CONTINUE 












20\ FORMATC. 201 TM IN ZIPP = -,F10.&/5X,.CP IN ZIPP ': *F10.&) 
GO TO 1000 
END 
SUBROUTINE ZIPPCNELPAZ) 




COMMON IFORIERI NU~EL 
COMMON ITAPESI NIN,NOUT,NTAPE1,NTAPE2,NTAPE3,NTAPEQ,NTAPE5, 
• NTAPE&,NTAPE7,NTAPE8,NTAPE9 
COMMON/ZIP/LVABL(28),KUREL,LPREQ,LZ,LPEST(28),DU~~5),MVABLC1&0' 



































co 10 NELEM = 1, NUMEL , 
to=HSrO(NT'PE4,2,LVA8L,2Q,1) 1 
.... ___________ I_F_(N.I_Z.Z~+_~_I;_A_E_L_+N_E~L_E~H ••• G.T ••• N~I.XE~~.R.)~G.O~T.O .. 13.0~~ ____ --~~~~ __ ~~~  
C 










KURfL;aNZ .. Nl+1 
LZKNFUNCC2*KUREL,KUREL) 
C FINO NEW NICKNAMES AND USE EXISTING DESTINATIONS, 
C 
C 
00 22 NEW=Nl,NZ 
NtC;NIX(NEW) 
LDES=NIC 
tF(NtC,GT.0) GO TO 20 
00 t~ LOES=1,HVENO 
IF(~VABLCLDES),EQ,0) GO TO lb 
1~ CONTINUE 
JW~ERE=7 




C RECORD FtR3T, LAST AND INTERMEDIATE APPEARANCES, 
C 
C 
C***** T~E NEXT FIVECS) STATEMENTS SHOULD SE REPLACED WHEN 

















C RECONSTRUCT ELEMENT NICKNAMES ANO COUPLE ~ITH DESTINATION VECTORS, 
C AND INITIAL ELEMENT STIFFNESS AND LOAD DATA. 
C 
c 
DO 24 KL=l,I(UREL 
CALL CODEST(LDES,LDEST(KL),NSTRES,NBIG) 
LVAALCKL)=_HVABLCLDES) 







I I ' 
C *** REWRITE ALL ELEMENT INFORHATION ON TAPE 
C IOIIHSIOCNTAPE5,1,LVA8L,&~,0) .J 
91 









C ALL SECOND (f 1 ) 
CP~FLQATCJ1·J0)/l~00. 
OT=rt .. T0 
WRITECNQUT,870) DT,CP,~IZZ,NVABZ,MAXPA 
87A FQRMAT(*0TIME IN PREFRnNT = *F8.311 
• * CP IN PREFRONT = *Fa.311 
• * NIZZ = *151/ 
• * NVA8Z = *151/ 
• * ~AXPA : *15) 
IO=HSIOCNTAPE5,tA,ELPA,0,0) 
IO=HSIOCNTAPE3,10,ELPA,0,0) 
C PRE.PROGRA~ ENDED AND ELEMENT TAPE WRITTEN. 
C 








IFCN8UFFA.LT.MAXPA+4) GO TO 130 
NRUNO:zNPAZ·MAXPA 
IBA:N8AXO 






















00 64 t<L=l,HNM 
GO TO C42,U4),LHSRHS 
42 t<G=LVA8LCKL) 
MGO=NFUNCC0,KG)+NELZ 
GO TO 1&6 
44 MGO=CKL-t'*MAXPA+NPAR 
46 MMN~LHS*KL+IRH9*KUREL 




ORIGINAL PAQI • 
OF flOOR QUAlITY 
, 
MG:aMGO+IG .'''_==~;;;;;;;;;';''';;';;;'''..oiii''''''-iiiil- .. 5 _____ ofIif ___ tliil<nt_-.--aq .. ' '-i'IIli'<iiI.Wi--fiiii---.. -ziill- ... -..::..." _~~_f'_ ~ __ ~ff~______ f" ~_' 
c 
'Pi (j #(.4k* l ,,* LIS . 
IFCLHSRHS.EQ.l.AND.KG.lT.IG) MC=NFUNCCKG,IGltNELZ ELPA(HG)=ELPA(MG) • CE 6lJ CONTINUE 
C ELIMINATE VARtARlE IN POSITION LOES, AND WRITE EQUATION FOR TAPE C 
C 
00 90 KL=l,KUREL 
, CALl COOESTCLOF.S,lDESTCKL),NSTRES,NBIG) IFCNSTRES~NE.e.ANO,NSTRES,NE,l) GO TO 90 NDEQN=IBA+KURPA+q 






IF(JPRINT~GE.6) WRITE(NOUT,1002) NElEH,NWOROS,JPOS,N8AXO,t8A,TEMP 3002 FORMAT(. INTERMEDIATE TAPE6 WRITE *,5II0,EI5,4) . 10:HSIOCNTAPE6,1,ELPACNBAXO),64*NS,1) IBA=NeAXO 
NOEQNDI8A+KURPA+Q 
70 180IAGaIBA+LOES 








DO 84 LHSRHS=t,2 
IFCLHSAHS,EQ,2) JGZ=l 
DO 8C1 JG=l,JGZ 
tBA=I8A+l 
GO TO C12,76),LHSRHS 72 MGO:"IGl 
MGZ=HGO+JG 
tFCLOES,GT,JG' GO TO 7Q 
MG:MGO+LOES 
GO TO 1~ 
74 MG=NFUNCCJG,LOES)+NElZ 




78 NOELT=180 .. MGO 
CONSTaELPA(HG) 
ELPA (l8A, c:CONST 
IF(CONST.EQ.0) GO TO 84 CONST=CONST/PIVOT 
ELPA(MG)=e.0 
IF (LHSRHS.NE,t) GO TO 8~ 
C SIMULTANEOUSLV, CREATE' SIMPLE ROUND OFF CRITERION. C 
ee NNLDMGO+l 
C 



























ElPA UBA .. l) IllDES 
ElPACI8A-2)=MVABLCLDES) 
86 MVABI,.ClDES)=0 
IFCMVA8LC~URPA),NE,0) GO TO 90 
KURPA=KURPA-t 












FORMATC.0TIME IN FRONT = *F8,311 
• CP IN FRONT = *F8,311 
] . 
• , 
* NUMBER OF SECTORS = *151/ 
* NP1Z = *15) 

































THE CALL 8SUB SHOULD RE REPLACED WHEN 
CONVERTING FROM COMPASS TO FORTRAN 
CALL BSUBCNNl,MGZ,CONST,ElPA(NNL),NDELT) 
PLACE ANSwERS AND PREPARE FOR NEW ITERATIVE LOOP, 
, 
hi ELPA C HGO+LOF.S) =CONST IPI VOT 94 




t08 IF(NEQ.NE.LPREQ) GO TO 100 
IO=HSrOC~TAPE5,6,LVARL,NELEM_l,0) 
IO=HSIO(NTAPE5,2,LVAAL,64,t) 





















FORMAT(*0TIME IN 8SUB ~ .F8,311 
* CP IN BSUB = .F8.311 
* TOTAL Tt~E IN ZIPP :I *F8.311 






850 FORMATCt9H0MAX FRONT W!DTH = ,11,22H MAX ACTIVE STORAGE. ,15, 
S 19M MAX NIX STORAGE ~ ,IS) 
814 FORMATC9H0JWHERE =,13,5X,5HNIC =,I8,5X, 
1 7HPIVOT :I,E12.4,lX,5HLDES=,I5,lX,4HLZ =,I5,11X,6HNELZ a,I51 
2 8H NELEH =,ru,5X,8HN8UFFA =,I6,4X, 
1 6HNIZZ =,t5,QX,8HNELPAZ =,IS,4X, 










C .... ~ 
c •• ,., 
C. ff ., 
C ••••• 
CDC 6600/6400 HIGH SPEED BINARV 1/0 FORTRA~ INTERFACE ROUTINE 
NW1IT OPTION NOT OPERATIONAL ON CDC, BUT IT IS USEFUL ON 
UNIVAC 1108 SERIES WIT~ THEIR NTRAN ROUTINE. 
NWAIT=8 FOR NO WAIT • NWAIT=1 FOR WAIT TO COMPLETE 110 C 
C 





WAITE NWORDS STARTING AT ADDRESS A 
1 HSIO:lIOPC2HWB,NTAPE,A,NWOROS) 
GO TO 9" 
C 





IF(HSIO.EQ.0) GO TO qe 
c ••••• ERROR DIAGONSTIC fOR INCOMPLETE 1/0 TRANSfER 
c 
WRITE(NOUT,30C0) NTAPE,NOP,~WO~OS,NWAIT,HStO \ 




3 IF(NOP-9) ~,q,10 




GO TO CUI 
C •• ~ .. 
C 
q HSIODIOP(2HWF,NTAPE) 







INNER 8SSZ 1 
* 
(MGO,HGZ,CONST,ELPA,NDELT,) 
* COMPASS VERSION OF THE FOLLOWING LOOP 
* 
* DO 82 IaNNL,HGl 
* ELPA(I):ELPA(I) - CONST*ELPACI+NOELT) 
















8 X 121 
GE 
• IN~ER LOOP 


























STORE t INTO 81 
CONST TO )(3 
HGO TO Xl 
MGO TO Bl 
MGl TO )(2 
HGZ TO 83 
ELPA(MGO+l) TO )(4 
NDELT TO )(5 
NDELT TO 85 
ELPA(I+NDELT) TO )(5 
FIRST MULT, CONST*ELPACI+NELT) 
COpy X4 INTO X0 
SKIP LOOP IF MGOtt-MGZ 
ELPA~CONST*ELPA(l+~OELT) 
NORMALIZE RESULT IN )(~ 
STORE RESULT IN ELPA(I) 
NEXT ELPA(I) TO )(4 
NF.)(T ELPA(I+NOELT) TO X5 
CONST* ELPACI+NDELT) 






* LAST SUBSTRACTION 


















ADO 1 TO INCR COUNTER 
TEST FOR ENO OF LOOP 
NORfo"'L.IZE Xb 
STORE LAST RESULT IN EL.P'CI) 
RETURN TO PROG. 
(NNl,MGZ,CONST,ELPA(NNL),NOELT) 
.. COMPASS VERSION OF THE FOLLOWING LOOP 
.. 
* 
DO 104 IlINNL,HGZ 
.. 
* 











































* LAST SUASTRACTION 





STORE 1 INTO 87 
CaNST TO )(3 
NNL TO )(1 
NNL TO Al 
Mez TO x2 
MGl TO 82 
ELPA(I) TO X4 
NOEl.T TO X5 
NOELT TO B5 
ELPA(l+NOELT) TO )(5 
FIRST MULTIPLY 
coy CaNST TO XI 
SKIP LOOP IF NNL :MGZ 
CONST_ELPACI).ELPA(l+NDELT) 
NORMALIZE RESUl.T IN Xb 
NEW ElPA TO X4 
NEW ElPA(I+NDEL.T) TO )(15 
ElPA(I).ELPA(I+NDEL) 
CO~S! TO XO xe 
AD~S ONE TO COUNTER 
TEST FOR END OF LOOP 
LAST SU8~TRACTION 
NORMALIZE RESULT IN Xb 
STORE RESULT IN CaNST 
RETURN 
, 










COMPASS VERSION OF THE FOL. LOOP 
kOU~Tcl 




GO TO 18 
97 
\'.;, IGrNAL PAGE 15 









t(OUNTcI(OIJNT + 1 
CONTINUE 
INITIALlZATION 














































NND TO Xl 
NNO TO 81 
1 TO 87 
NIt TO )(2 
NIXO) TO )(] 
LDES TO )(4 
COpy LOES IN )to 
SET 82~1 
I<OUNT-I 
NI)((lAS)-NIC TO )(7 
IF NtX(LAS),NE.NIC JUMP 
LAST=LAS 
INCREMENT LOOP COUNT 8Y 1 
NEXT NIX (LAS) 
IF(LAS.LE.NND) LOOP 
85 TO )(6 
LAST TO 85 
KOUNT TO 86 
EQ 80,B0,FIRLAS RETURN 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE E~ROR(NERR,I,J,WORO) 
COMMON ITAPESI NIN,NOUT 
IFtI.NE.0) GO TO 5 
WRITE(NOUT,10) NERR,wORO 
GTOP I 
5 WRITE(NOUT,10) NERR,WORO,I,J 




- 5 Om m -mTm.. _.t« =-_ . »_ 
\ 
- -_ .. -... - . . --
, 
APPENDIX B.2 
PUZZLE FRONTAL EQUATION SOLVER 
f · 







PROGRA~ PUZZLE CINPUT,OUTPUT,TAPE1,TAPE2,TAPE1,TAPE4,TAPES,TAPE6) 
COMMON NDOF(2500),IOt20),ME,PE(60),ST(60,&0) 
COMMON / SUBT / NOEL,NOPT,ISAV,~STR,MSUB,NUEL,NSUB,ISU8(63) 
CO~MON / 0000 / MAXF,MA~8,MAX~,IPRNT 
COMMON / TRAC / NWS,NWR,NAS,NUP 
t00 
• 




CALL SECOND ( T2 ) 
CALL FRONTIQ 
CALL JOBI~FOC8,J3) 
CALL SECOND ( T3 ) 
CALL FRONTST 
CALl. JOBINFO(8,J4) 
CALL SECOND ( T4 ) 
CALL BACKSUB 
CALL JOBtNFOCS,JS) 
CALL SECOND ( T5 ) 
TO = T2 - Tl 
CP=FLOATCJ2-Jl)/1000. 
PRINT 1"0,Ta,CP 
TO • T3 - T2 
CP=FLOATtJ3-J2)/1000. 
PRINT 2~0,TQ,CP 
TO • T4 "" T3 
CP=FLOAT(J4~J3)/le00. 
PRINT 3e0,TO,CP 
TQ = T5 - Ta 
CP=FLOATCJS-J4)/1000. 
PRINT 40e,TO,CP 





FORMAT ( *1* 5)( *TIME 
6)( * CP 
200 FORMAT ( 6)( *TIME 
, 6)( * CP 
300 FORMAT ( 6)( *TIME 
• 
6)( * CP 
400 FORMAT ( 6)( *TIME 
• 
6)( * CP 
500 FORMAT ( 6)( *TIME 
FOR SETDATA* F13,3 / 
FOR SETDATA* Ft3,]) 
FOP. FRONTIQ* F13,3 / 
FOR FHONTIO* F13,3 ) 
FOR FRONTST* Fl1,3 I 
FOR FRONTST* F13,3 ) 
FOR BACICPAS* F13,3 I 
FOR BACICPAS* F13,3 ) 
FOR PUZZLE * Fll.l I 
101 
" 
.... & .e . [14 '; ~ ......... ",~..,.. _ _ .... __ -. ...... M ••• _ ... 
• b00 FORMAT r 
6. * CP FOR PUZZLE * Fll.l ) 
6)( *NWS * 110 I 6)( *NWR * 110 ) 










LP = 0 
NWS = 0 















NBS • " 
~UP = 0 
DO 1 I = l,~ 























IGO,EQ,l ) CALL SETUI 
IGO.EQ,2 ) CALL SETV2 
IGO.EQ,] ) CALL SfTU] 
IGO,EQ,4 ) CALL SETU4 
IGO.EQ.S , CALL SErus 
















FOR ... AT 
FOR .... T 
FOR"'AT 
FORMAT 














COMMON I el!!00 I 
COMNON I SUBT I 
COMMON I MESH I 
*NOPT * IS I 6)( *NOEL * IS I 6)( *NOPRE* IS ) 
*NOOES* IS I 6)( *HOIV". IS I 6)( *NOIV)(* 15 ) 
*NOIVZ* IS I 6. *IPRNT* IS I 6)( *IP09 * IS ) 
) 
.MAXF SET AT* 18 ) 
*"'AXB SET AT* 18 ) 







._liIiiil1Iif .... 'P... ' ___ ' ... t-.... .. eciI:.aa.s ..... c .... __ · .,s ................. ?d_e: ... ' ·lliillllr ... telllm~$ .. rllll$iIIIII.IIIIIIii.[IIIiIIooi .........  ~ _ _ .. _ _ _. ___ .e_~ ____ ~s 
;. t 
IFCIPRNT,GE.2) PRINT 100,(NOOF(Il,I=1,NOPT) 
DO 1 I=I,NOEL 
REAO l~~,NOOES,ME,(lQ(L),L=I,NOOES) 
IF(tPRNT.G~.2) PRINT 300,NOOES,ME,(IQ(L),L=1,NOOES) 
CALL UNITI Cl,t,NOOfS,lQ) 
1 CONTINUE 











2 IFCIPRNT.GE.2) PRINT 50~,(ST(I,J),J=t,ME) 
CALL UNJT2 ( ME,PE,ST ) 
" CONTINUE 
100 FORMAT (2014) 
300 FORMAT (bX,*JQ*,qIS) 





COMMON I SU8T I NOEL,~OPT,I5AV,NSTR,MSUB,NUEL.NSUB,tSU8(b3) 
COMMON I MESH I IGO,NOFRE,NOOES,NDIVV,NOIVX,NOIVZ 
DO 1 1= 1,NOP'r 
t NOOF(I) = NOFRE 
DO 2 t<=l,NOEL 
READ 1~0,NODES,ME.(IQ(L),L=1,NOOES) 
CALL REAnV 
CALL UNIT2 C HE,PE,ST ) 
2 CONTINUE 





COMMON I SUBT I 





NOEL = NOlvV * NDIVX 
NOPT = (NOIVV+l)*(NOIVX+l) 
DO 1 I • "NOPT 
, NOOF(r) • NDFRE 
ME = NDFRE * NODES 
NPl a NOIVV + , 
DO 3 IX • I,NOIVX 
JQ(t) = (IX-l) * NPl + 1 
, 




JO(2) a JQ(I) + NPI 
JQ(3) :I JOe") + NPI 
00 3 IY = 1,NDIVY 
00 2 I = 1,4 
2 10(1) 3 JQ(I) + IV • I 
CALL READY 




SUB R 0 UTI ~~ ESE T U" 
COMMON NOOF~2S~~),lQ(20),HE,PE(60),STC6e,6~) 
COMMON I SUBT I NOEL,~0~T,ISAV,NSTR,HSUB,NUEL,NSUB,ISUB(63) 
COH~ON I MESH I IGO,NOFRE,NODES,NOIVV,NOlvx,NOIVZ 
DIMENSION JO (8) 
NOEL C NDIVY * NOIVX 
NOPT ~ 3*NDIVY*NOIVX + Z*(NOIVYtNDIVX) t I 
00 1 I = l,NOPT 
1 NOOFCI) D NOFRE 
ME = NOFRE * NODES 
NPl • ~OIVY + 1 
tNC • 1 * NDIVY • ~ 
JQ(I) ;= t 
JQ(8) •• Z 
JQ(4) • 3 JOCS) • Z * NPI JQ(7) = Z * NPI + 1 JQ(2) 3 3 * NPI 
JQ(6) = JQ(2) + 1 JQ(l) .. JO(2) + Z 




L2 - Ic1 .. 
00 3 IV = 1,NOIVV 
DO Z I :I I,a 
2 roCl ) = JQ(I) + LZ 
10(5) • JO(S) .. LI lQ(6) • JQ(6) • L2 to(7) • JQ(7) + Ll IQCe) 
• JQ(e) + LZ 
Lt • Lt + t 
L2 • LZ • . ! 
CALL READV 
CALL UNIT! ( HE,PE,ST ) 
] CONTINUE 
DO 4 r • I,NOD!S 






COMMON I SUBT I 

































I , , 
11 
i i , 
DIt04ENSION JQ(21) 
NOEL • ~DIVX * NDIVY * NOlVZ 
Nt m C~*NOIVY.t)*(NOIVX.l) • (NDIVY+1)*NDIVX 
N~ = C NOIVY+l)*CN01VX+l) 
N1N2 • Nt + Ne! 
NnPT = Nl + N1N2 * NOIVZ 
00 1 I = I,NOPT 
1 NOOFCr) = NDFRE 
ME = NDFRE * NODES 
00 ~ I :I t,] 
2 JQ C I) = I 
L = 2 + ]*NDIVY 
00 ] I = I,] 
] JQ(I+]) = I + l 
DO "1:1 1,6 
4 JQel+b) a JQel) + N1Nl 
JOel]) = 2*NOIVV + 2 
JQ(14) • JOCt3) • 1 
JotlS) = JO(l]) + NtN2 
JQ(lb) = Joe1S) + 1 
JQet7) = Nt + 1 
JOCle). NI + 2 
JQ(tq, = JQ(l8) + NDlVY 
JQ(21) = JQ(t9) + 1 
DO It IZ D t,NDIVZ 
It = 0 
L2 = I/J 
L3 • " 
DO 9 IX = I,NDIVX 
00 8 IY • I,NDIVY 
00 5 I = 1,12 
5 10(1) • JOel) + Ll 
00 6 I • t3,16 
6 lOCI) • Joel) + L2 
00 1 I • 11,20 
1 I~(I) = JO(I) + Ll 
Ll a Ll + ~ 
L2 • L2 • I 
Ll • L3 • 1 
CALL READY 
CALL U~IT2 ( ME,PE,ST , 
8 CONTINUE 
Lt D ( 3*NDIVV+2 ) * IX 
L2 • Ll 
L1 • L3 + 1 
9 CONTINUE 
no II I • 1,20 






COMMON I ME8~ I 




IFCIPRNT.GE.2) PRINT lee,NOOEs,ME 
IFCIPRNT,GE.2) PRINT 200,CIQCL),L.l,NOOES) 
105 




\ , , 
--------.- - ... - ---,---- - ----. ~ _. 
CAll UNITt f1,I,NODES,IQ) 
DO 1 1 :I t,HE 
1 PF. cr ) = 0. III 
13 :I NOOF(l) 
L D 0 
DO 2 t = 1,ME,I3 
L = L + 1 
k2 :I I • 13 - 1 
DO 2 k :I 1,1<2 
2 PECk) = IQCL) 
00 3 I = 1,ME 
DO 3 J 1:1 1,HE 
1 STCI,J):I 1.0~-20 
DO " I • t,ME 
41 STU,I): PEel) 
100 FORHAT C bX 215) 
290 FO~HAT C bX 12t5 ) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE UNIT2 ( HE,PE,ST ) 
DIMENSION PECb0),STf&0,b0) 
COMMON 1 seRl 1 IR,lP,It,t2,NR,HD,NW,S(2~ijl) 
CO~HON 1 0000 I MAXF,MAXB,HAX~,IPRNT 
COMMON 1 TRAe 1 NWS,NWR,N85,NUP 
HD = ME 
NW = (MO*(MO+l»/2 + 1040 + 7 
IF ( N~,GT,MAXR ) GOTO 1 
I1 = t 
12 C MO 
t 12 = ~ 
2 
00 3 
IT • M" + 1 
IJ:; 12 + t 
12:11 It 
NW:I 7 
I :I 11, HO 
NW II NW + IT 
IF C N~.GT.HAX~ , 
12:1 12 + t 





00 1 1 
l 
7 SCl) 
00 8 1 
DO 8 J 
l 
8 SCl) 
1:1 Nlill. IT 
II 12. I 
• 12· 11 + t 
1:1 3 
• It , 12 
1:1 L • 1 
= PE CI' 
= It , 12 
• 1 , MO 
• l + I 


















stj 9 xt x 'S ' ? . In 
, 
1 
~H ~ lR *~~ • 7 
loP :I tR • LP 
CALL lOP C2HWB,2, IR, 1) 
CALL lOP C2H"B,2, S, ~W) 
NWS • NWS + NW + 7 











COMMON I FRNT I 
COMMON I SUBT I 
COMMON I 10011.1 I 







1M2 a MSU8 + 1 
CALL SECOND C Tl ) 
ISAV C NOEL 
NSTR • QJ 
DO 1 1M • t,IM2 
NT z: 11.1 
CALL SUfnaS C NT,IM ) 
00 2 1M • l,~ 
2 CALL HIND C 1M ) 
S FOAMAT C I" ) 
l~ FOR~AT ( *1. S~ *NUMBER 
RETURN 







SUBIQS C NT,IM ) 
NDOF(250A),t8(iSee),rC(25BI),LQ(lS0),LOCC1S0) 
NODE1,I01(151),Ml,Kl,Nl,N01,MOC1C1SI) 
COMMON I SU8T I 
COMMON I 0000 I 





CALL LOCATE ( NOEL,IM,NT,l.l,Ll ) GOTO 1 
GOTO 5 
READ 1O, NSUB,CISU8CI),lal,NSU8) 
IfCIPRNT.GC,2) PRINT 2~,IH,~SUB.(ISU~CI),I.I,NSUe) 
CALL WRfT] C 1) 
NUEL • CIJ 
00 4 IT • 1.NSU9 
READ 10,NODE2,'Cla2CL),l.I,NODE2) 
IF(lPRNT,GE,2) PRINT lB,NOOE2,(IU2CL),Lal,NODE2) 























~ dm ' 
2 
l = tQ2(1) 
~OOF(L) =-NDOFCL) 
LSUB = t5Uft CIT) 
CALL WIND C 6 ) 
CALL LOCATE C LSU8,IM,NT,Lt,6 ) 
NUEL. NUEL. LSU~ 
00 3 I = l,NOPT 
] NonF(I) ~ lABS(NDOFCl» 
4 CALL UNIT1 ( LS,1,N2,MOC2 ) 
CALL MERGEIQ C Ll,LS,NODE2,I(2) 
10 FORMAT C 2~la ) 




SUBROUTINE M[RGEIO C Lt.L5,NOO~S,IQ ) 
DIMENSION JQ(l) 
COMMON I SUBT I NOEL,NOPT,I9AV,NSTR,MSU8,NUEL,NS08,ISUB(61) 
NOEL = NOEL • NUEL IF ( NOEL.EQ.~ ) GOTO 2 
DO t I ~ I,NOEL 
CALL UNITt C Ll,2,NOOES,le ) CALL UNITl ( L5,1,NOOES,IQ ) 
CONTINUE 
a NOEL • NOEL • NSU8 NSTR = N5TR 
CALL WINO 
CAl.I.. WINO 
LT ~ Ll 











LOCATE ( LSUB,IM,NT,ll,lT ) 
NOOF(250,),I8CaSge),IC(2509),LQClS0),LOCClS8) 
COMMON 
COMMON I SUST I 
NOL • 0 
00 I I • I,NOPT 
I I8CI) • e 




ORIGINAL PAGr IS 
OF p~"" " •• ,' '1'" 
CALL UNITl ( ll,a,NODE2,laa , 
IF (tH.GT .MSUB) GOTO a 108 
- -
















- - ~-- -- .~- -- .-
C~LL UNITt ( LT,l,NODEl,IOl ) 
DO 1 1 • I,NODE2 
I( • I02CI) 
taCK) • 18(10 • I 
CONTINUE 
DO 5 I • I,NOPT 
ICCI) a IA(!) 
CALL Wl~O C LT ) 
La • LSUB • 1 
C4LL FRONT C NT,LT,e, 
" ) IF C L8.EO.0 ) 
00 6 LZ • l,l8 















C NT,LT,0,I<Z ) 
( LZ ) 
C NT,lTd, A ) 
( LSUB ) 





COMMON I SUAT I 





IF C NG.GT.0 ) GO TO 2 CALL UNITt ( LT,2,NOOE2,I02 ) 
00 1 I = I,NODE2 
I( :I IQ2(t) 
IF C NDOFCI<),GT." ) IC (1<) II ICCK) 
- 1 IF ( NOOFCK).LT,~ ) leCK) • teCtO + 1 CONTINUE 
~2· " 
00 1 r = I,NOPT 
IF e I8CI),E~.ICCI) ) GOTO 3 IF ( IC(I),EO,0 ) IU(O=" N2 • NZ + 1 
LOC(N2) • t 
CONTINUE 
IF t Nl,EO," , GOTO 6 
11,2 c 0 
DO " I • I,N2 
MOC2C I).a 
J • LOCCI) 
IF ( tceJ),NE,e , G(.ITO " LOCer'a" 
M2 • H2 + t 





teZ = MZ + , 







COMMON I eeee I 





IF ( KZ ,EQ.e ) 
IF ( NQt,GT,HAXF ) 
IF ( NQZ.GT,HAXF , 
S It II MAxe ( Kl,~Z ) 
12 II MIN0 ( NI,N2 ) 
IF UI,CT, 12) 
CO " I=Il,IZ 
tcllMOC 1 CI) 
00 2 J:zl,N2 





DO 7 l:at,NZ 
JF ( LOC(I).EO.0 ) 
CO 5 J.K2,NZ 
IF ( MOC2(J).EO,B 
5 CONTtNUE 




DO q I 8 1,N2 
IF ( LOCCI).EQ.e ) 
HOe2 (J) :aLOC (I) 
LOC (1):.0 




Ie NQZ • NUM C NZ,MOCZ,NOOF ) 





















00 I I. I,NODEl 














DC ] I • t, N2 ] fIIOCICt) • MOC~CI) 
NonEI • NOOE2 











EXPAND C lZ 1 
N~OFC25~O),tBc2S0e),ICC25ee),LQC15e),LOC(ISe) 
NOOEI,lQ1C1S01,MI,kl,Nl,NQI,MOCI(159) 
COM~ON I FRNT I 
NOOE2,I02(150),M2,k2,N2,NQ2,MCC2CIS8) 
LD,MQ,kO,NQL,NQ,NQR,MOI,LQTC'Se) 
DO I I • I,NODEI 
00 I J • I,NI 
I IF ( IQlct),EQ,MOC1CJ» LQCI). J 
LO I: e 
00 2 I • I,NODEt 
LP I: lIB C I ) 
J2 II NUM C LQ(I),MOC1,NOOF ) 
Jl • J2 • IABS(NOOFCLP» ... I 
2 
00 i J • J 1 ,J2 LO • LO + I 
LQT(LD)aJ 
HOI • NUM C NODE 1, UH , NDOF 
I1Q c NUl1 C HI,foIOC1,NOOF ) 
I(Q • MQ+l 
NQ • NQt 
IF C IeI,GT,NI ) 
00 5 I C Kt,NS 
00 1 J • I, N2 
IF C MOCtCI),EQ,MOC2CJ) , 
1 CONTINUE 
~ LOC ( I ) II J 
5 CO~TINUE 
DO " 1 • 1,1040 
LO • LO t 1 
" L~T(LO) • 0 
., 00 7 lal(t,Nl 
LP • foIQCl ( I ) 
) 
J2 • NUM C LOCCI),MOC2,NOOF ) 
J~ • JZ • IA8S(NOOFCLP») t I 
00 , J.Jt,J2 
LO·LOtS 
7 L~T(LD).J 
8 NQR • N~2 111 
- ... - - -







CALL w~IT3 (2) 
NQL = NQ 
CALL PANT0 C LZ 
CALL PANT! 
CALL r- .;NT2 C LZ ) 
PETU~N 
END 
FU~CTION NU~ ( IPOS,~OC,~DOF ) 
OI~ENSION MOCCt),NDOF(t) 
NU~ = 0 
IF C I POS.EQ.0 ) 
DO 1 I :r l,IPOS 
K • Mnc C r ) 
GOTO 2 
















DO 3 1a4 = 
CALL 

















LPUa ,NSAC, NW l,NW2,NC&O,NOLO 
+ 1 
( NT,IM , 





SUP.STR C NT,IM ) 
r.OHMON I FANT I 
COMMON I SU8T I 
COHMON I 90111111 I 
DATA LI,Li/l,ll 
tPOS • '" 
DO 1 I • 1, 180 




1 BC!) a " 
00 Z r • 1,13111"'. 
2 ACI) • 9 
IF ( IM.LE .... SUB ) 
CALL SCANtQ ( NOEL,Ll,LZ,rpOS , 
CALL WIND (Ll ) 
GOTO 3 
GOTO 5 
112 1""·~F~· f ______________ 5 ____ f ____ "S.E_· .nz~"~5"~" .. ? s ........ t~ ________ ~. ~ ___ ~ __ ~ 
~ 
CALL READ3 (1) 
NUEL • 0 
DO 4 IT = 1,NSU8 
LSUR II ISUB ( IT ) 
CALL SClNIQ ( LSUR,Ll,L2,IPOS ) NUEl = NUEl + Lsue 
IF ( NG.LE.MAXF ) CALL SETOISI< ( Ll,IPOS , CONTINUE 
CALL WAIT4 CI,NE) 
CALL MERGEST C Ll,L2,IPOS ) 
5 IFCIPRNT.GE.2) PRINT 20,IPOS 






SUBROUTINE MERGEST , Ll,L2,lPOS ) 
COMMON I sueT I NOEL,NOPT,ISAV,NSTR,MSUB,NUEL,NSU8,ISUB(63) 
COMMON I SCRt I IR,LP,II,I2,N~,MO,NW,SC~041) 
NOEL = NOEL • NUEL 
IF ( NOEL,EQ.e) GOTO 3 
00 2 I = I,NOEL 
CALL SEMBI ( L2,2,IPOS ) 
CALL SEMBI C LI,l,IPQS ) 
IF ( I2.LT.MO ) GOT~ 1 
CONTINUE 
NOEL :I NOEL + NSUB 
CALL wIND C Ll ) 
C~LL WIND ( L2 ) 
LT = Ll 
Ll = L2 
L2 = LT 
RETURN 



















2222 I LDO,LOLO(70e) 
TESTLF,TESTRf,OISKLT,DISKEG,SETCOR 
Lb I 5, 6 I 
00 2 lZ. I,LSUB LOO =" 
CALL READ] (2) 
CALL FORM NO ( NQ ) 
I 
, j 
CIS~LT ~ TESTRF ,AND, LZ ,LT. LSUB 
OISKEQ ~ TESTRF ,AND, LZ ,EQ, LSU8 
SETCOR • ,NOT, TESTRF ,AND, LZ ,LT, LSUB 
JPOS = 0 
N~ • 0 
NR = NB + t 
CALL RO~S (N8) 
CALL PRNTSC1,LZ,N8,NOTH,NOTH,LP) 
CALL SEMBlEt ( NB,l2 , 
IF (TESTLF ) CALL SEM8LE2 C NB,L5 ) 
IF ( NB,EQ.t 
IF C ",Q.GT.0) 
IF C N8.EQ,1 
IF ( DISKlT 
If' ( DISKEQ 
CALL PRNTA (A,B,R2,NQ) 
) Rl = 2 
CALL REDUCE (NS,MQ,NQ) 
) Rl = KQ 
) CALL SETDISK , ( l6,JPOS ) 






IF ( SETC(\R 
IF ( TESTRF 




) CALL PRNTS 
SUBROUTINE ZEROA CNE,L5,Lb,TESTLF,TESTRF) 
COMMON BC700"A(1100~) 
COMMON I F~NT I LO,MQ,KQ,NQL,NQ,NQR,MD1,LQTCQS0) 
COMMON I 2222 I LOO,LOLD(700) 
LOGICAL TESTLF,TESTRF 
IF C "O,EO,1It ) 
DO t I II I,MQ 
1 BCI) II 0 
00 2 I = I,NE 
2 Acn II fa 
:5 LDO:l 0 
IF (,NOT.TESTRF) 
L II " 00 " I :I KQ,NQ 
L • I.. + 1 
G LOLD (Ll • LOT (I+H01) 
LOO :I L 
LT II L5 
, , JI 
GOTO 3 
GOTO 5 
.-!'i'I!ftIII""""""---'''"''''''_:.'. ,?-P Pjiji. « :c .... c ... ,iii!A4ft-... a +4 . b , .~ .... P~U:;; *: ~ S ; :W 1!l , ¢4 • .p e 2M ,'+ 44 .. . ' (f' .... · 1 N!!,....~"",.,.......,. ,-. ' . 
L5 = L6 
LEt = LT 
5 IF C TESTLF.OR,TESTRF) CALL WINO ( L5 ) 
IF ( TESTLF.OR.TESTRF) C4LL WIND C Lb ) 
RETURN 
E~O 
SUBROtJT INE ROWS 
COMMON I NOOO I 
C0f4'10N I FRNT I 
COMMON I 0000 I 
COMMON I tilt I 
INTEGER 
COMMON I 2222 I 






LOa, LOLO (700) 
IF ( NB,GT.t ) GOTO 1 
R 1 = , 
R2 = MQ + I 
RM a " 
WM = 0 
NE c 0 
IF ( . MQ.GT,0) NE = NO(~Q) • NQ • MQ 
IF C NO(Ng).GT.MAXW ) GOTO 2 
R2 = NQ 
NC = NOCNQ) - NE 
I RI I: R2 + 1 
R2 = Rt 
GO TO 6 
2 NC I: NE 
IT c NQ .. MQ .. RM 
It = R2 
00 3 I a It,NG 
NC :I NC + IT 
IF ( NC.GT.MAXW ) 
R2 = R2 + I 
3 IT = IT. 1 
u 
5 
NC :I NC .. IT 
R2 = R2. 1 
NC I: NC .. NE 
6 HI c " 
"'2 a 9 
7 
8 
DO 8 t • Rl,R2 
00 7 J a 1,MOI 
DO 113 
00 Q 
IF C LQT CJ),NE.I ) 
HI c HI + 1 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
IF C LOO,EO,0 ) 
I :I Rl,R2 
J :I I,Lno 
IF C LOLD(J'.NE.I ) 
HZ a H2 • 1 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
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, , . 
CONTINUE 






















INTEGER Rl,R2,RH,WH,Ht,H2,R ,SACK,FINI 
lOGO = " 
LOGA = " 
BACt( = ~ 
FINI = r/J 
10EC' = " 
t IF (LOGO.NE.I) CALL SEMBI (L2,2,NOTH) 
LOGO:l " 
CALL PR~TSC3,NOTH,NOTH,~OTH,IOEC,LP) 
A :I ., 
L = NR 
00 3 M = tl, 12 
A = A • 1 
I = LaTCH) 
K :I LQT(M) • RH 
IF C I.GT , R2 ) 
IF ( t.LT.Rt ) 
IF C I.GT.R2 ) 
2 DO 3 N c H , HO 
I = MIN0(LQTCM',LQTCN» 
J c MAX0(LQT(M),LGT(Nl) 
K • NO(I) • I + J • WM 
l = L + t 
IF ( l.lT.RI ) 
IF ( I.GT.R2 , 
1 CONTINUE 
FINI = 1 
111 = HI • 1 
8(K) = 8(K) + SeR) 
A(K) :I A(K) + sell 
GOTO 5 
GOTO 2 
GO TO 2 
GOTO 3 
GOTO 3 
IF ( BACK+FtNI.EG.e ) GOTO Q 
lOGR • LOGA + 1 
AACI( • BACt( + lR 
IF (H1 .GT.") 
CAll PRNTSCQ,NOTH,NOTH,NOTH,NOTH,LP) 
LOGO =- lOGR 










COfl'MON I NOOO I NO(700) 
COMMON I 2222 I LOO, LOLO (700) 
COMMON I SCR2 I IR,LP,lt,I2,NR,MD,NW,S(2041) 
COMMON I Stu I Rl,R2,RM,WM,Hl,H2,NE,NC 
INTEGER Rl,R2,RH,WM,Hl,H2,R ,8ACI<,FINt 
IF C H2 ,EQ," ) 
IF C N8 ,EQ.l ) LOGO II 
" LOGR II (11 
8ACI< 
l1li " FIN! -
" IDEe I; (11 
1 IF (LOGO,NE,I) C~LL SEMe2 (L5,2,NOTH) 
LOGO I: 0 
CALL PRNTSC3,NOT~,NOTH,NOTH,lOEr.,LP) 
A :z (11 
L a NR 
DO 3 M a It,12 
R :I R + 1 
I = LOLO(M) 
I( I; LOLn(M) • RM 
IF C I,GT,R2 ) FINl II I IF C I,LT,RI , 
IF C I,GT,R2 ) 
H2 .. H2 .. 
B(K) :I 8 (10 
2 DC 3 N = M , MO 
I :I MIN~CLOLOCM),LOLOCN» 
J :I MA~0CLOLO(M),LOLO(N» 
K • NO(I) • I + J • WM 
L = L + 1 
n' ( I,LT,Rl ) 
IF ( I,Gr,R2 , 
• 1 + S(R) 
3 CONTINUE 
A(K) II ACK) + SCL) 
IF C eACI<+FINI.EQ,0 ) 
LOGR :I LOGR + 1 
8ACK = BACk + lR 
IF C H2 ,GT.0) 
CALL PRNTSCU,NOTH,NOTH,NOTH,NOTH,LP) 
LOGO l1li LOGR 





REDUCE C N8,MQ,NQ ) 
COMMON I NOOO I 





















DO 1 I II Rl,A2 
l II 1 • AM 
10 • NOCI) • 1 .. WM J2 :II r 
• 1 IF t I.GT.MQ ) J2 :I HQ 
DO 1 J II 1,J2 
JO = NOtJ) .. J 
C C-A(JO+ll/A(JO+J) 
BCll :II B(l) • 8(J) * C 
DO 1 K = I,NQ 
A(IO+K) • A(IO+Kl + ACJO+K)*C 
RETURN 
SETDISK ( L6,LPOS , 













11 11 I 
B1/J0" I 






140 II rJQ • NQ 
12 :I Al .. 1 
IT c NQ • MQ .. AM + 1 
11 - 12 + 1 
12 :I It 
NW II 1 
DO 2 1 II It , A2 
NW :I ~JW + IT 
IF (NW,GT,MAXB) GOTO 12 :I 12 + I 
IT II IT • 1 
GOTO ~w • NW _ IT 
12 II 12 .. 1 
NR • 12 - It + 1 
Jl II 11 
- MQ J2 • 12 • MQ I(t I: It 
.. AM 
1(2 :I 12 .. RM 
It • NO (t 1) .. Wfot 
L2 • NO Cl2) + NO .. 12 • \11M 
CALL STOAE ( l6,LPOS,~I,Ll,B,A , 
00 5 I II 1<1,1<2 
8 (I) =0 
00 6 t • ll,L2 
A(I)=0 
CALL PRNTS(5,NOTH,NOTH,NOT~,NOT~,LP) 












RM = RM + R2. - Rl. t 




SETCORE C NQ,NR , 
8C7~0),A(t1000) 
N0(730) COMMON I NOOO I 
IF ( NR,EQ." ) 
IF ( NR .. NO ) 
CALL SCRMALf. ( NQ ) 
L c NR 
00 2. I - 2,NR 
N :I NO (I) 
- I 
DO 2 J = t,NR L :I L + 1 
'CL) = A(N+J) 
A(N+J) = 0 
CALL FORMNO ( N~,NO ) 
IN = NR • NO 
L2 = (NR*CNR+l»/2 • CIN.CIN+\»/2 + 
00 5 II :: t,Na 
I 1: NQ .. It + t 
IN :I IN • t 
Lt :: NO CI) + 11 
L2 :I l2 ~ IN + It 
DO " l - t,1 I -TEMP :I , CL1"L) 
A CL1-L' :: 0 
, (L2~L) 1: TEMP 
L2 = L2 ~ II 
CALL FORMNO C NR,NO ) 
CALL SCRMBLE C N~ ) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE SCRMBLE ( NT ) 





COMMON I FANT I Ln,MQ,KQ,NQL,~O,NOR,"Dt,LOTCq50) 
tcKOUNT 
1: " 
IF (NO ,GE. NT) GOTO 2 
J 1: NQ + 1 
DO t t 1: J,NT 
LOT CI .... 0 t) I: QI 
DO " M • ICQ,NQ 
N • LOTCM+M01) 

















ri ' • ~ 
, ".... '. ~ '- ... '" "'-' ~ ,' " - .......... .. ~ .' 
LQT(~+M01) II LQT(N+M01) 
LQT(N+Mntl • N 
I a MIN0(H,N) 
J II MAX0(M,N) 
CALL SWITCH (I,J,NT) 
KKOUNT a KKOUNT + 1 
IF (KKOUNT ,GT, NT) STOP 
" CONTINUE 
RETURN 




COMMON I NOaO I 










IF ( H,EO,l 
12=M.t 






IF C Jl,Ea,N 
J2DN-l 





~ IF ( N,EQ.NT 
.11 aNt 1 
00 5 J •• J 1 , NT 
C DACMS+J) 
) GOTO 2 
) GOTO" 
, GOTO 6 
GOTO 3 
II.=&;&~! ~ ___ :~:_=.:~~.:~~.~~~~:_:~~_~:~~~:.:~+~J~)~~ff.& ~: )~_S~W~O~3~t_~~~· ~~~~-.t~ .. r~~~~~ __ ~_. _ ___ ~_ 
END 
SUBROUTINE 8ACK5UB 
COHMON R(7P.0) ,A(130tt'0) 
COfi'MON I sutn I NOEL,~OPT,tSAV.NSTR,MSU8,NUEL,NSU8,ISUB(63) 
DATA L5 , L6 I 5 , b I 
CAl.L READ" (]) 
IF ( "'SUA.GT.0 , GOTO t 
CALL SOLVE ( 1 , 1,NOEL,l.6 ) 
r,OTO 4 
t LEFT • NOEL • 1 
CAl.L SOLVE ( 1, 1,LEFT,L6 ) 
CALl. SOLVE ( 1, 2, I,L6 ) 
00 1 1M = t,MSUB 
CAL~ WINO t L5 ) 
CALL WIND ( L6 ) 
LT • L5 LS = Lf.I 
Lb - LT 
CALL READ4 (1) 
DO 2 IT = 1,NSUB 
IT It NSU8 • IT • t 
LSU8 = I~ue ( l.T ) 
CALL UNITED (L5,2,MD,B) 
CALL PRNTB ( a,MD ) 









( IM,JM,LSU8,l6 ) 




COfli4MON I FRNT I 
COMMON I SCAI I 
COMMON I SU8T I 
IF ( LSUB.EQ.0 
DO 7 LZ It t,LSua 
CALL READ" (2) 
) 
CALL PRNT2 ( LZ 
CALL FOAMNO ( NQ 
IF ( KQ,GT.NQ ) 
DO 1 I • I(Q,NQ 
L = LaT ( 
S ( I ) II A ( 
DO 1 I • 1, NQ 






CALL PRNTA ( R,NQ ) 
MOl , 
CALL PANT. ( A,8,"'Q,NG ) 
GOTO 8 
GOTO 2 






CAll PRNT8 C 8,NQ ) 
" 00 5 I • 1,1'401 
l • lQT C I , 5 S C I ) a 8 ( l ) 
If C IM.NE.JM ) 
CALL PQNTEO ( 2,ISAV,H01,S 
CALL UNITED ( I, 1,MOI,S 
6 CALL PRNTEO C I,NSTR,HD1,S 




SUB~OUTINE BPASS C MQ,KQ,NQ ) 
COMMON 8 (7tHU, A (J 3000) 
COHMON 1 NOOt; I NO (700) 
JF' ( MQ .EO. NQ ) 
00 1 I = 1,MQ 
t< • NO C 1) - I 
00 1 J III t(Q,NQ 





M • HQtl 
r • NOCMQ) 
B(MQ) • B(MO)/A(I) 
IF ( HO.Ea,l ) 
00 ,. L • 2,1'40 
I • M-l 
Jl II 1+1 
I( • NO (t). I 
DO ] J • Jl,MO 
B(I) • 8CI).ACJ+K).a(J) 
f( • NOCI) 
SCI) ~ B(I)/A(IO 
~ETURN 
E..,D 
SUBROUTINE FORHNO ( ~T ) 
COMMON 1 NOOO 1 NO(1rUI) 
NOCt) • 1 
l • NT.2 
DO t I • 2,NT 











GO TO Z 
GOTO 5 
COMMON I TRAC I NWS,N~R,NAS,NUP 
1 CALL tOP (2HWB,NTAPE,NOOES. 1) 
CALL Inp (2HWR,NTAPE,tQ ,~~OES) 
NWS = NWS + NODES + 1 
l CALL lOP C2HRB,NTAPE,~OOES, 1) 
CALL lOP C2HR8,NTAPE,IQ ,NODES) 
~WR = NWR • NODES + 1 
3 RETURN 
ENO 
( IGO ) 
GOTO (1,2) IGO 
GOTO 3 
SUBROUTINE WRIT] 
COMMON I TRAC I 
COMMON I SURT I 








1 CALL lOP C2Hwa,3,NSUB,b~) 
NileS = NWS + bU 
2 LO = LO + b 
CALL lOP C2HWB,3,LO, l' 
CALL lOP C2H~8,3,IOU!'1,LO) 
NWS = NwS • LD + 1 
GOTO C 1,2 ) ICO 
GOTe 3 
NUP ::. NUP + (M~.(Ma*MQ+J.Na*NQ-3*I1Q*NC.1»/b 
3 RETUWN 
END 






COMMON I TRAC I 
COMMON I SUBT I 
CO~~ON I FANT I 
DIMENSION 
EQUIVALENCE ( MQ,IOU'" ) 
1 CALL lOP (2HRA,3,NSU~,bU) 
NIIIR ::. NWR + b4 
2 CALL lOP C2HAR,1,LD, 1) 
CALL lOP (2HR~,3,tDUM,LO' 
NwR s NwR • LD + 1 
3 RETUWN 
ENO ( IGO,NE , 
GOTO ( \,2 ) IGO 
GOTO 1 
SUBROUTINE WRITU 







COMMON I TAAC I 
COMMON I FRNT I 
CO"MON I SUBT I 
COMMON I WRIT I 
DI"'E,.ISION 





GOTO ( 1,2 ) IGO 
CjLL IOP(2H~8,4,LPUu, 2) 
CALL IOP(2HW8,4,~SUB, 62) 







l ~III =LO+MQ+NE+" 




IFC IT.NE.Nw ) JR =IR + 1 NW :aIR • e,,, 




IF(NW.NWt.NWZ.~Q." ,NE. 0) PRINT 100 10~ FORMATC bX -ERROR IN UNIT". ) 
3 
t 
CALL IOPCZHWB,4,LPua, 4) CALL IOPClHWR,4,IOUM, NW1) IF( f'4Q,GT. ~ ) CALL IOPCZH~8,~,B , MO) IF( MQ.GT. 0 ) CALL IOP(ZHW8,4,A , Nw2) 







( IGO ) 





COf04MON I TRAC I 
COMMON I SCRl I 
COMMON I FRNT I 
COfo1MO~ I SUBT I 
COMMON I \IIR IT I 
DIMENSION 
EQUIVALENCE C "'O,IOUM ) 
GOTO CALL IOPCZMAB,4,LPU4, 
CALL IOP(2HR8,4,~SU8, 
NWR • NWR + .,. 
IGO 
GOTO 3 2 
3 
IFC "'G.GT. a) 
IF( MQ,GT. e, 
N~ • Nwl+NwZ+MQ+4 
CALL IOP(2HR8,U,LPUU, 
CALL IOPCZHRB''',IOUM, CALL IOPClHR8,4,S , 
CALL IOP(lHRB,4,A , 
NWR • NIIIA • NW 
CALL IOPCZHSP,4,LPU4.N8AC) NBS II NBS + NBAC 
CALL IOP(2HSP,4,LPU".NC64) NBS • N8S + NC.,,, 5 AfTUAN 
END 
SUBROUTINE STORE ( NTAPE,LPOS,Kl,Lt,8,A ) DIMENSION B(l),lCI) 
COMMON I STOA I tR,LP,Jl,Jl,NR,MD,~w COMMON I TAAC I NWS,H~R,N8S,NUP 
IA 
• NW I .,,, IT • lR • 6" IF' IT.HE'.NW ) IA IA + 1 
N~ • IA • .,a • 7 Nl • NW • NR LPns • IA + LPns LP • LPOS 
124 












NWS ~ NwS + NW • 7 
SU'ROUTINE SE"'tU 
CO"'MON I TRAC I 
COM ... ON I SCAI I 
( NTAPE,IGO,LPOS ) 
NWS.NWR,N8S,NUP 
IA,lP,lt,I2,NA,MO.NW,S(20"1) 
GOTO ( 1.2,3 ) 
LPOS • IR • LPOS 
LP c: LPOS 
CALL IOPC2HW8,NTAPE,IR, 7) 
CALL IOP(2HWA,NTAPE,S , NW) 
NWS : NWS + NW + 7 
CALL IOPC2HR8,NTAPE,IR, 7) 
CALL rOP(2HRB,NTAPE,S , NW) 
NWA • NWA • NW • 7 
CALL IOP(2HSP,NTAPE,LP-LPOS) 




COMMON I TAAC I 
COMHON I SCRe! I 






GOTO C 1,2,]) IGO 
t 
3 
CALL IOPC2 HWB,NTAPE,IR , 1) 
CALL IOPC2 HW H,NTAPE,S , NW) 
N~S • N_S + NW • 7 
CALL IOPC2HR8,NTAPE,IR. 7) 
CALL IOPC2~R8,NTAPE,S , NW) 
N~R • NWR • NW • 7 
CALL IOP(2MSP,NTAPE,LP-LPOS) 
NBS • NBS + LPns 
Ii RETURN 
END 
SU~AOUTINE UNITED CNTAPE,IGU,HD,8) 
DIMENSION BCt) 
COHMON I TAAC I NWS,NwR,N8S,NUP 
GOTO " 
GOTO Q 
GOTO (l,Z) IGO 
1 CALL lOP (2MW8,NTAPE,HD, I) 
CALL rop C2HWR,NTAPE,8 ''''D) 
NwS • NWS • HD + 1 
2 CALL lOP (2HR8,NTAPE,MS, I' 
CALL lOP (2HQ8,NTAPE,8 ,MS) 












SUeROUTl~E WINO ( NT APE ) 
CALL lOP tlHREw,NT1PE) 
RETU~N 
ENO 
SUBROUTINE PRNTED ( JGO,NUMB,MD1,Eo ) COMMON I ~000 I M1XF,MAX8,MAXw,JPRNT OI"'ENSION EOCi) 
IF (tPRNT .EO.0) 
IF ( JGO.EQ.l) PRINT 100,NUH8 IF ( JGO.EQ.2) PRINT ~00,NUMB 
PRINT 301,(EO (I),I=t,Mot, 






6X *SU8STR • 15 , 
6X *ELEMENT. 15 ) 






COMMnN I FRNT I 
CO"'MON I PRNT I 
NUMS • NUMS • S 
( L Z ) 
NOOF(25~0),I8(Z500),IC(~590),LQ(t50),LOC(150) NOOE1,IQ1C151),Ml,Kl,Nl,NQ1,~OC1(150) NOOE2,IQ2(150',H2,K2,N2,NQ2,MOC2(150) LO,MQ,KQ,NQL,NQ,NQR,MD1,LQTCQS0) IP0,IP1,I P i,lP4,IPB,NUM1,NUM2,rps 




5 FOR""'T ( .h , 
19 FORMAT ( II bX *Ll 
~0 FORMAT ( bX .~, ]9 FORMAT ( bX *HQ 9q RETURN 
[NO 
SU9AOUTINE PANTI 
~* I~,~x .NODEt-. I~,~x *MDI 
•• 1~,bX *Kl •• 14,bX *Nl D* IQ,bX .KQ •• IO,bX .NQ 
_. 141 ) 
.* 10 , 
•• 14 , 
COMMON NOOF(Z5ge),I8(25AI),IC(2500),LQ(150),LOC(150) COM~ON NODE1,tQl(S~B),HI,Kt,NI,NQ1,HOCt(1~0) COHMON NOOE2,IQ2(150"M2,K2,N2,NQ2,HOC~C'51) COMMON I FANT I LD,MQ,KQ,NQL,NQ,NQA,M01,LQTC9S8) COMMON I PANT I IPI,IP1,IP~,IP.,IP8,NUM1,NUM~,IPS IF ( NU~'.LE.NU"'2) GOTO qq IF (IPI .EO. 0) GOTO q9 
PAINT 11,(101 (1),lal,NOOE1' PRINT 28,(LQ (I',I.l,~ODE1) PRINT 40,(MOCI(I),r.l,Nl ) PRINT 50,(MOClCI),I-l,N2 , 
PAINT ~e,CLOC (I',I-I,NI ) 19 FOAMAT (II .~ .IQ * ~liQ) 2~ FOAHAT ( ~x *LQ * 2014) 00 FOAMAT ( ~x *HOC1* 2110' SA FOAHAT ( ~X *~oC2* 2114) 
,~ FO~HAT ( ~x .LOC. 2110) 
~ PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALrTY 
"LIIi' ·iiix~ ____ 9_q_~_E~_D_TU .. R .. N';""~';"'_"'55...in __ 51i_Slllb"'"1IiiiII!.26 ... t .. rtlliliil ... iIIIIII_.t _____ ~ __ --.;.~ ,.= -",.,. 
SUBROUTINE PRNT2 ( LZ ) 
COMMON I FRNT I LO,MQ,K~,~QL,~~,NQR.~Dl,LQTCq50) 
COMHO~ I PRNT I IP0,IP\.IP2,IPA,IPa,~UM1,NUM2,IPS 
IF ( NU M\.LE.NUM2) GOTO qq 
IF (IP2 .EQ. 0) GOTO qQ 
PRINT t,LZ 
PRINT 19,(LQT (I),I=l,MDt) 
11 = MOl + t 
12 :a MOl + NQ 
PRINT 11,(LOT(I),I=It,I2 ) 
, FOP-MAT ( &X *LZ * 14) 
to FORHAT ( &X *LQT * 201" ) 
11 FORMAT ( bX *LOCT* 2014 ) 
99 ~ETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE PRNTA (A,8,NG,NT) 
CO~HON I NOOO I NO(450) 
COHMON I PRNT I IP0,IP1,IP2,IPA,IPB,~UH1,NUM2,IPS 
DIMENSION A(1),8CI),Q(108) 
IF rIPA .EG. 0} GOTO 9q 
PRINT 20 
1)0 t I=t,NT 
1 Q ct) =0 
PRINT to,(A(1),J=1,NT),8(1) 
IF ( NQ.EQ.l) GOTO ~q 




2 PRINT 10,(Q(I),I=1,Il),(A(I),I=12,13),8(K) 
10 FORMAT ( bX *A * t7F&,0 ) 
20 FORMAT ( I ) 
qq RETURN 
ENO 
SU8~r.UTtNE PRNTB C 8,NQ ) 
DIMENSION 8(1) 
CO~MON I PRNT I IP0,IP1,IP~,!PA,IPB,NUM1,NUH2,IPS 
IF C IPa.EQ.0) GOTO q9 
PRINT 1~0,(B(I),I=1,NQ) 









COMMON I PRNT I IP0,IP1,IP2,IPA,IPB,NUM1,NUM2,IPS 
COMMON I FRNT I LO,MQ,KQ,NQL,NQ,NOA,~Dl,LQT(q50) 
COMMON I STOR I IR,LN,Jt,J2,NR,MD,NW 
COH~ON I 1111 I Rl,R2,RM,wM,Hl,H?,NE,NC 
INTEGER Rl,R2,RH,WM,Hl,H2 
IF ( IPS,EQ,A ) GOTO & 
GOTO ( 1,2,3,4,5 ) 





IDEC :I IDEC + t 




It = J 1 + MQ 127 

















12 = J2 + MQ 
PRINT 3~~,Il,Ii,IR,LN 










FORTRAN LISTINGS OF 












SUBROUTINE SKYFAC CA,NBEG,NENO,~,lO,V,SINGAB, 
• PDCHEK,ICONO,IAFILE,ACOND,OfTCF,IOETEX,NEGEIG,IFAIL) 



















IFCIAFILE,EQ,0) GO TO 2~0 
IF(NBEG.NE.0) GO TO 2~0 
REw INO UF tLE 
~RtTE(IAFILE) (AeJ),J=I,NWA) 































DO 400~ J=N8EGP1,NEND 








IF(KU.EQ.~) GO TO 220~ 
DO 2000 Kat,KU 
IaJ-JI<+K 































IF(ABSCO).GT,TOLROW) GO TO 2500 
IF(SINGAB) GO TO 6000 
O=TOLROW 
A(JJ)=lt~/O 
UPDATE OETERMI~ANT IF L~TCF IS NONZERO 
IF(DETCF,EO,0,0) GO TO 3500 
DETCF=DETCF*O 
IF(ABSCOETCF),LT.l.0) GO TO 34~~ 
DETCF:OETCF*.0625 
JDETEX:!OETE)(+4 
GO TO 3200 
IF(AaS(DETCF).GT •• ~625) GO TO 3500 
DETCF:OETCF+lb. 
IOETEW=IOETEX-U 
GO TO 3ue0 
POSITIVE OEFINITNESS CHECK (IF POCHEK=.TRUE,) 
IFCD.GT.P-.0) Go TO 4~00 
NEGEIG:NEGE:IG+l 










SAVE FACTORIZATION IF IAFILE NE 0 AND N=~END 
IF(IAFILE.EQ.O) GO TO 5~~0 
IF(NEND.~f,N) GO TO 50~~ 
WRITECIAFILE) (ACJ),J=t,NWA, 
IF(ICONO.EQ.0) GO TO 500e 
MATRI~ CONnrTtoN F.STIMATION 
I<:Po 
OMAX:C1I.0 
DO 4200 I:l,TCOND 
ORIGINAL P "'GE .S 
OF POoR QUALITY 
C SET UP RANDOM RHS VECTOR IN V 
C 
c 
C SOLVE FOR V AND DO ONE CYCLE OF ITERATIVE REFINEMENT TO 






















GO TO 5000 
C 
b50~ 



















ASSIGN 3100 TO NEXT 
ICAEF:0 
BXFAC=CII.0 
IFCla~.EQ.0) GO TO 200 
BXfAC=l.A 
DO 150 t:l,~ 
150 )((1)=8CI) 
200 IFCIOP.GT.0) GO TO 1600 
IFCIBx.EQ.0) GO TO 1100 
C RHS MODIFICATION 
C 
C 




JFCBI.EQ.9.0) GO TO 1~00 
II:-1 t 
K:I-II+IABSCLDCI').\ 




















C FORWARD SUBSTITUTInN PASS 
C 
C 




GO TO 1500 
1100 IMI=IA8SCLOCJ» 
"'=II-J"'I-l 
XCI)=XCI1.DOTPROCACIMI+1),XCI-M),M) 1500 CONTINUE 
IFCIOP.NE,0) GO TO 5~00 
C SCALING PASS 
C 



















GO TO 2809 
2U00 M=II-IA8SCLOCI».1 










IFCI8X*IAFILE.EQ.~) GO TO "000 GO TO NEXT, (3t0e,35~0) 
ITERATIVE REFINEMENT SECTION 
KREF=KREF+l 
IFCKREF-IREF) 3200,320~,Q0~0 
CALCULATE RESIDUAL VECTOR lUJ0:(B'-lAJ (X, USI~G SKYHUL, rRJ RETURNS IN X, AND OLD (X] IN V 
REwINO IAFILE 
NWA=IABSCLOCN+l» 
AEAOCIAFILE) CACJ),J=l,NWA) CALL SKYMUL CA,N,LO,X,V,-1,8,V) 
C SOLVE FOR CORRECTION COX, CW~ICH APPEARS IN X), CORRECT C OLD SOLUTION AND EVALUATE 2-NOR~ RELATIVE ERROR DELTA e 
350" 
REAoeI.FILE) tAeJ),J a l,NWA) BFAClle,e 
ASSIGN 3500 TO NEXT 
GO TO 110e 
XNORM.e,e 
RNORM.",0 





:3 R 0 ~ CON TIN II E 
OELTA=~,QI 
IfCXNORM,NE,0,0l OElTA=SQRT(RNORM/XNORM) IF(~REF·a) 3100,3103,ijA00 
C CONSTRAI~EO RMS RECOVERY 
C 
4000 IfCIBX,LE,0) GO TO 5000 
00 480~ l=t,N 




RCt):OOTPPOCA(tMI+l),X(I-M),M) 00 4600 J:l,N 
IJ=IABSCLOCJ+l»+J-l 





SUBROUTINE S~YMUL (A,N,LD,X,AX,IOP,B,R) DOUBLE PRECISION AXC1),AIJ,AXI 
INTEGER LOCl) 
REAL A(1),8Cl),XC1),R(ll 




IF(M.f.Q."" GO TO 2A~~ 
00 1500 K=l,M 
J=t.1< 
A I J= A (It-IO 
AXCI)=A~(I).AIJ·DBLE(XCJ» 
AXeJ)=AX(J)+AIJ.oBLE(X(I» 
150~ CONT I NllE 
2A~~ CONTINUE 
IFCtOp) 2500,5000,35P.0 






GO TO 50010 
350~ DO 1800 t=l,N 
RCI)=DBLECBCI»-AX(I) 
IFCLO(I+l>.LE.0) RCI)=0. 3800 CONTINUE 
50109.' RETURN 
END 
SU8ROUTINE SKYAOH CV,N,VHEA~,IROH) REAL yeN) 
CcV"'EAN-0.500 
IF(IROM,NE.~) GO Tn 300 
IX=26901 
IROH~t 
100 DO 50a I=l,N 
IXcHOn(27,el*Ix+t3~8q,6551b) 















~'£Pt0'4 -i(,,"' . ,+ ( wti~~;Jfj" .'iS _.F P( ' . ~" .~*: .fC ~:' 4 Jt\'+ , ~ 4 V....,-Sr,........:""".,... ...... , "...,,, ........... ~ ..... ' I'!J"'~ "'~~ 
j 
APPENDIX C.2 
GASP COLUMN EQUATION SOLVER 
139 
e Z- s · cr. t _ ' ,- • f 
• 
PROGRAM "AINt ( JNP~1,OUTPUT,TAPE1,TAPE2,TAPE1,TAPE4 
,TAPES,TAPf.6,TAPE7,TAPE8 ) 
COMMON NOOF(lQQt) 
COMMON I A I lQ(Q),NOOF.S,JQ(4),S(8,8) 
CO~MON I SUPORT I 180(4) 
00 \0 1=1,8 













DO 1 IX=l.NOtVX 
JQ(1)=CIX-l,*NP1+l 
JQ (") =,J(H t ) + 1 
JrH2'=JIH1,.NPS 
J Q C 3 ) =.' Q ( a ) • PJ P 1 
00 3 IY=l,~['IIVY 




00 5 I-I,M 
DO 5 Jat,"-
5 S(I,J).1~0E.20 
00 6 I-I,M 
6 SCI,I).s.e 
00 7 LZ=l,NOEL 
1 CALL IOStN C 5M~RIT£,~,S,64 ) 
00 8 1=1,N03P 
READ 100, ISO 
8 CALL loaIN C 5HWRITE,6,I80,4 , 
CALL SECOND ( T ) 
CALL JORINFO(8,Jt) 




































CAll TIMEX ( e,e,T ) 
PRI~T 4A0,T,ep 
FORMAT( bX *TtME FOP GASP * Fb.2/7X * CP FOR GASP * Fb.Z) 
FORM4T ( U~ll ) 
FORMAT ( *1* 5)( *NOPT • 151 
6X .NOFRE* 151 
6. .NOEL .. 151 
6Y *NOOE5. 151 
6X *NO!VZ* 151 
6 • *NDrvy* 151 
6. *NOIVX* 151 
6X *10 * 151 
6. *1II0SP • IS ) 
'OR"'.T C III 6)( *JQ • (Sl5 ) 
ENO 
SU8~OUTtNE GET ( Ql,QZ,~3,Y~,lQ,LD,Ll,NUM ) 
DIMENSION LQ(5000),lOC5~e0) 
COMMON I G I IGETCZ,,) 
INTEGER Ql,QZ,Ql,Q4 





Ll • NUM+t 







SUeROUTINE TIMEX ( tl,NU"',T\ ) 
IF C NUM.EQ~e) NUM a I 
CALL SECOND ( TZ , 
TI • TZ • TI 
IF ( II,EQ.A) GOTO 10 
FAC a NUH 
FAe a ( Tl I FAC ) .. t,~E6 
PRINT tP.~,lI,~UH,Tl,F'C 







• iX *NU14 • 15 , 
• 2X *TlJo\E* F9.2. 




SUBROUTINE GASPl ~ IQ ) 
CO~"'ON I8(1441),JB('O~1),NOOF(1441).I8PT(l441),R(4323) 
CO~HON I A I IQ(4),NLOES,JQ(4),SC8,8) 
IF ( IO,GT." ) Pfl HJT 200 
CALL wIND ( 5 ) 
CALL WIND ( it ) 
CALL IOBIN C 4HPEAD,it,NOPT,1 ) 
CALI. 10BIN ( 4HAEAO,O,NOEl.l ) CALL 1081N C 4HAEAD.6,NOSP,1 ) 
IF ( 10,GT.e ) p~rNT 2l0,NOPT,NOEL,NOSP 
CALL rOBIN C 4HHEAD,o,NDOF,NOPf , 
IF ( JO,GT.e) PPINT 2ee 
IF C 10.GT,0' P~INT 220,CNDOFCI),I:l,NOPT) 
NOEQ It " 
DO 2 r-t,NoPT 
1ft (I) - " IRPT t I ) = 1/1 
NOEQ - NOEQ + ND~F ( I ) 
IF ( IO,GT,e) PRINT 230,NOEQ 
IF ( 10,Gr.m) PRINT 2~0 
00 ., LZ:lll,NOEl 
CALL 10BIN C 4HPF.AD,5,IQ,O ) 
IF ( 10.GT.e) PAINT 24e,Lz,NOOES,CIQ(I),t_l,NOOES) 
DO ] JJ-t,NODfS 
J • ID ( JJ ) 18 t J ) _ 18 ( J ) + 1 
DO ] u-" NODES 
I • tQ ( II , 
IF ( r,LT.J ) 
L • ( t-J , + 1 
GOTO ] 
IF ( L.GT,IBPTtJ) ) raPT ( J ) - L 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
Jt - t 








Jl I: Jl + NOOF ( l ) • t x = 18 ( I ) 
00 5 J~JS,J2 
R C J ) - )C 
-
Jt ~ J2 + 1 
CALL I081~ ( 5HW~ITE,2,H,NOEQ ) 
IF ( IO,GT," ) p~rfllT 2~~ IF ( IO,GT,0 ) PRINt' 25u,(18 (I) , 1=1, NOPT) IF ( to.GT,e ) PRINT 200 
IF ( IO,GT,0 ) PRI...:T 2b0,(IBPT(I),I~1,NOPT) IF ( IO,GT,B ) PRINT 200 
CALL WINO C 5 , 
CALL WIND ( 2 ) 
CALL DEC OM ( NOPT,IT,rO ) 
:F ( IO,GT," ) P~tNT 
CALL :ECONO ( Tl , CALL J08INFO(8,Jl) 
21~/I IT 
CALL SEARCH ( NOEL,~OPT,ll.IO ) CALL JOBINFO(S,J2) SCPH=FLoATeJ2-Jl)/1000, 
CALL !IME~ ( ~,A,Tl l 
CALL SECOND ( T2 ) CALL J08INFOC8,Jl) 
CALL F~R~QO (NOEL,NOPT, 10) CALL J08INFO(8,J2) 
FCPODFLO'T(J2-Jl)/1B~0, 
CALL TIMEX (0,m,T2) 
CALL SECOND C T3 ) CALL JOaINFOCR,Jl) 
CALL FORMDS I NOSP, IT,IO) CALL J08INF ~ ,8,J2) 
FCPS~FLOAT(J2.JS)/1000, 
CALL TIME~ C 0,0,T3 ) 
CALL 3ECOND C T4 ) 
CALL JOBINFOC8,JS) CALL REDUCE ( N~PT,MOEQ,IT,tO , CALL JOBINFO(8,J2) 
RCPE=FLOAT(J2·Jl)/1U~0, 
CALL TIMEX (0,0,14) 
CALL SECOND C T5 ) CALL JOBINFO(S,Jl> 
CALL SOLVE (NOPT,~OEQ, 10) CALL JOBtNFO(8,J2) 
SCpE-FLOATeJZ-JS)/S000, 
CALL TtMEX (0,0,T5) 
PRINT l0e,Tl,SCPH 
1 
ORIGINAL :·:~GE IS 





309 FORMAT ( 6X *TIME FOR SEARCH* Fb,2 I 
• 6)( • CP FOR SEARCH. Ft..2) 410 FOAMAT ( 6l( *TIM£ FOR FORMno· Fb.i I 
, bX 
• CP FOR FO~NQD. Fb,2 ) 51e FOR"" T ( b)( *TIME FOR FORMOS· Fb.2 I 
, 6X 
• CP FOR FOPMOS· F6.2 , e.ae FORMAT ( 'X *TIME FOR REOUCE. fob,2 I 
• bX * CP FO~ REDUCE* F6.2 ) 8~0 FO~MAT ( 6)( *TIME FOR SOLVE. F6.2 I 
• 
b)( * CP FOR SOLVE * Fb~2 ) 
2el& FORM~T ( *1. 10X * ••••• ~GA~Pl •• : •••• ) 
210 FORHAT ( 6X *NOPT. 151 
• 6X *NOEL* 151 
• 6X *NOSP* IS ) 221& FORMAT ( bX .NDOF. 3013 , 
230 FORMAT ( b)( *NOEQ* tS l 
240 FORMAT ( aX *LZ* I5,5x .NODES. 15,5X *IQ* 2013,5X ) 
2S!a FORMAT ( b)t 
·Ie • 3013 ) 
26Qt FORMAT ( 6X .rBPT* 10t3 ) 
271& FORMAT C bX *IT,. t5 ) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE DEC OM C NOPT, IT,TO ) 
COHMON 1~CI"ql),J8(1441),NOOF(1441),I8PT(t4al) 
COMMON I R I Jl,12,KI,K2,~o 
DIMENSION IC(S) 
EQUIVALE~CE ( Il,IC ) 
Ip = t 
IT = 1 
II :I 1 
12 • 18PT ( 1 ) 
1 L = IP + IRPT ( IP ) • 1 
IF ( L.lT.~OPT) CALL UPOOF ( L,IP,Kl,K2,MO ) 
CALL IOBIN ( 5HwAtTE,],IC.S , 
IF ( IO,GT,e) PRINT 10,ll,I2,Kl,~2,MO 
IF ( L,GE,NOPT) GOTO" 
ICHEK = r~PT ( IP ) 
2 lU • !8PTCIP+l)-rCHEK 
IF C IU.GE.0) GOTO 1 
ICHEK c IC~EK • 1 
IP • IP + 1 
Ii = 12 • 1 Goro 2 
3 11 • 12 







IP • IP + 1 
IT = IT + 1 


















ICHEK = Ispr ( IP ) 
10 - IP 
Kt - NO OF C 10 ) + 1 
-K2 -
" 
"'0 - 1 
J=IO,L 
K2 = 1(2 + NOOF ( J ) 
IBPT ( 10+1 ) - lCtotEK 
IF ( IU.GE.0 ) GOTO 
ICHEK - ICHEI( - 1 
-
10 = 10 + 1 
Kt = Kl ... NO OF ( 10 ) 





SU~ROUTINE SEARC~ (NO~L,NOPT,IaANOp,IO ) 
COMMO~ IGCt44t),J8{1441),NOOF(lQut),LG(lt,Sl),LOCtl) 
CO"',",ON /A/ tQ(~),NOOEs,JQ(a),S(8,8) 
00 1 J=l,NOPT 
1 J8eJ) = 18eJ) 
IF ( IO,GT.! ) PRINT 2~0 
200 FOR~AT (tHI 5X *SEARCH*) 
DO 13 I=l,IeANOP 
LO ( I ) = 0 
00 13 J=t,5\ 
13 lQCI,J)=0 
IK = 1 
00 11 LZ=- 1, NOEL 
CALL tOBIN ( 4~REAO,5,IQ,a ) 
DO 3 II=l,NOOES 
I =IQctl) 
19(1) • IB(t) • 1 
DO 3 JJ=l,NOOES 
J = IQ(JJ) • lK + 1 
IF ( IaeJJ),GT,I) GOT~ 1 
DO 2 LL~1,I8ANOP . 
IF ( L (H L L , J ) , E Q • 0 ) L'1 O. L , J ) = I 
IF ( LQ(LL,J).EQ,I ) GOTO 3 
2 CONTINUE 
1 " 1; . _ _ . s. c.. . .. 
s r fa' &tWi''H 2.'.' ,,_: ..... . 
] CONTINUE 




CALL WINO ( 4 ) 
CALL "'INO C 5 ) 
RETURN 
END 
SU8RCUTINE ORDER ( IK,I84~OP,IO,NOPT , 
CO~MON 18C1U41).JB(1441),NOQFC14Ul),LG(11.51),LO(11) 
COMMON I G I IGETC2~) 
4 DO S I=1,I8ANOP 
IF ( LQCt,1).EQ,0 ) GOTO 6 
5 IT = I 
6 DO 8 lal,IT 
HIN J: LGer,t) 
LOC = I 
00 7 J=I,lT 
IF C LQ(J,I)~GT.MIN' GOTO 7 
MIN c LQ(J.t) 
LOC .. J 
7 CONTINUE 
LQelOe,l) = LQrI,I) 
LrH t,l) = MIN 
8 CONTINUE 
LO(1) = 1 
IF C tT.EQ.t ) GO TO t~ 
DO «1 L=2,IT 
1 = LQCL-",) 
«1 LDCl) a lO(l-I' + NUO~(l)*NOOF(IK) 
14 1 = LOCIT,I) 
HO= L~(IT) + NDOFCI)*~DOFCI~) - 1 
IF C Io,GT.l ) PRINT lJ00,IT,MD 
IF ( 10,GT.t ) PRtNT 12A0,CLQrI,I),t=1,rT) 
IF ( IO.GT.l ) PRINT 1250,(LO(t),1=1,IT) 





00 90 I=l,IT 
IGETCl+l1'=lQ(I,1) 
90 rGETCI+12)=LDCI) 
CALL IOArN ( 5H~RITE,4,IGET,26 , 
IF ( IK.f.Q.NOPT , GOTU 12 
DO 10 J=I,S0 
00 ,0 I=I,I8ANOP 
lB LQ(I,J) :I LQ(I,J+l) 
IK = IK + I 
IF ( 18CII().EO.0 , GOTO Q 
130~ FORHAT ( 5X *~Q* 15 I 




1200 FORHAT (SX *LQ* 1~15) 




SUBROUTINE FORMQO (NOEL,NOPT,IO ) 
COMMON 18 (13S),NOOF(33S),MQ(31S),MD(33S),LQ(S00C),LO(5000), 
• D(17009) 
COM~ON 141 IQra),NOOES,JQ(4),S(8,8) 
ItHEGER DUM 
If ( to.GT.0 , P~INT 200 
~00 FORMAT Cl~l 5X *FORMQO*) 
It< a ., 
HUM Ii: " 
DUM • I/J 
JOUT :a 1 
00 " LZ;al,NnEL 
CA~L 108IN (UHREAO,5,IQ,4 ) 
CALL IOBIN (4HRE AO,b,S ,04) 
J = IQ(l) • It< 
DO 6 JJ;a 1 , ~'OOES 
K ;a IQ ( JJ ) • It< 
IF ( K.GT.J) J = I< 
6 CONTINUE 
IF (J~GE.JOUT) C4LL EXPAND (IK,J,JCUT,NUM,OUH) 
IF ( 10.GT.e ) PRINT ltU9,LZ,NU~,DUM 
00 7 JJ=l,NOOES 
K :a IQ ( JJ ) - tl< 
7 JQ ( JJ ) = NOOF ( K ) 
00 t II;I,NODES 
I :a loCtI> -- II< 
18(1) • 18(1) • 1 
00 1 JJ:al,NOOES 
J = IQ(JJ) • II( 
IF (J.GT,I) GOTO 1 
CALL FIN01(I,J,LOQ,LOO) 
CALL ADOS (II,JJ,LOO) 
1 CONTINUE 
2 IF (I8(1).GT~0 ~OR. IK.EQ.NOPT) GOTO Q 
LT :a MO ( 1 ) 
CALL l08IN ( 5HWRITE,7,O,LT ) 
CALL SHRINK ( IK,l,JOUT,NUM,DUM ) 
GOTO 2 
If CONTINUE 
CALL WINO ( 3 ) 
CALL WINO r 4 , 
CALL WIND ( 7 ) 
14A ~J N=---' 
___ tr'r.S.·.Y ..... ___ ............. ellil;fIilil''t ... ftlllllldC ..... _ .......... ¢_~·Yill/l1t ... '' .. t .. =.-J*.·, .I.lI.r;c .... ".... 'IIIi·.· .' •• ' II1II' Ml1$IIIII'tn ..... iIii .. _._f2 __ ~~~ ..... ~~~_.~ .... _" _______ _ 
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SURP.OUTI~E EXPANO C I~. J,JOUT,NUM,OUM ) 
COH :~ON I B (335) , NOOF (335) , HQ (335) , MO (335) , L(H 5000), LO C 501J!0) , 
• OC310~0) 
INTEGER DUM 
00 3 N=JOUT,J 
CALL GET C IB(N),NOOF(N),MQ(N),MOCN),LQ,LO,Lt,NUM ) 
00 1 L=Ll,NUM 
1 LQ(L) = LQ(L) ~ lK 
Ll :I DUM + 1 
DUM = DUM + MO(N) 
DO ~ L=ll,OUM 
~ DCl) =0.0 
1 CO~TINLJE 
JOUT = J + 1 
RETURN 
END 
SU8ROUTINE FIN01( I,J,LOQ,LOD ) 
tO~MON IS(33S),NOOFC13S),HQ(335),HOC335),LOCS000),LO(S000), 
• OC37"00) 
LaO = 0 
LOD = 0 
L =" If CJ.EO.l) GO TO 2 
M2 = J-l 
DO 1 M=1,H2 
L = L + MQCM) 
1 LOO : LaO + MDCM) 
2 II : . L + 1 
L2 = L + HIHJ) 
DO 3 LL.=L1,L2 
IF ( LQ(LL).EQ~I ) ~OQ : LL 
1 CONTINUE 
~OO : LDCLOQ) + LOD 
IF ( LOQ.EQ.~ ) P~INT ?0,I,J,LOQ,LOO 
90 FORHAT ( 5X *ERROR IN FINO* I 5X,UI5/5X,2IS) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE AOOS C It,JJ,LOO ) 
COMMON 18(335),NOOF(335),MQ(135),HO(335),lQ(S000),LO(5000), 
• 0(37000) 
COMMON IAI IQ(U),NOOES,JQ(U),S(8,8) 
HI :I 1 
If CII.EO,l) GOTO 2 
12 = II • 1 
00 t 1=1,12 
1 HI = HI + J~(I) 
2 H2 = HI + JQ(II) - 1 
Nl • 1 
IF (JJ,EQ.l) GOTO U 
J~ • JJ - 1 
DO 3 J=1,.J2 
3 Nl ~ Nl + JQ(J) 
149 
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4 N~ • Nt + JQCJJ) • t 
DO 5 M~Mt,Ml 
00 5 N=Nl,N2 
DelOD) = DelOD) + SCM,N) 
5 LOO • LOO + 1 
RETURN 
END 




IT :I MQ C 1 ) + 1 
LT ~ MO C 1 ) + I 
t( = 0 
Jl 
• MO + 1 Ja :I JOur • 1 
00 l J:lJl,J~ 
t( :I k + 1 
laCK) = I8CJ) 
NOOFCK) = NOOFCJ) 
HOCK) = MQ(J) 
2 MOCK) • MOCJ) 
K = " 00 3 Ja IT,NUM 
I( I: K+ I 
LOCI() = LQCJ) • MO 
3 LOCK) • LOeJ) 
t( = 9 
00 4 J=LT,OUM 
t( = I< + 1 
4 DCK) = D(J) 
Jour • JOUT tit MO 
NUM :I NUM • IT +1 
DUM = DUM. LT + 1 
II( II II( + 1"0 
RETURN 
ENn 
SU8ROUTINE FORMDS C NOSP,IT,IO) 
COMMON NOOF (135),MQC135),MO(33S),LQCS000),lOCS000),OC11000), 
• DS(t00) 
CO~MON IRI II,I2,tel,Kl,MO 
COMMON ISuPORTI 180C") 
DIMENSION ICCS) 
EQUIVALENCE C tl,IC ) 
INTEGER DUM,ROW,RUN 
IF ( Io.Gr.o) pqINT 20A0 
IK = 0 
NUM • " 
~UM a " 
ftO'" a " 
CALL rOBIN C 4HREAO,6,I8D,Q ) 
RUN • 1 
DO 1 IRat,IT 










CALL JOBIN C 5~W~ITE,t,IC,5 ) 
CALL EXPLOD (I~,NUM,DUM) 
IF ( IO.GT,~) PRINT 30~0,IR,NUM,OU~ 
CALL STORE CNOSP,RUN,RO W) 
IF C IR.EQ.IT ) GOTO 1 
CALL COMPACT (NUM,DUM) 
1 CONTI~UE 
CALl. WIND ( I ) 
2eee FORMAT C *1 FORMDS * ) 
3000 FORMAT ( 5~ *IR* Ib,2X _NUM* I6,2X *DUM* Ib ) 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTI~E EXPLOO C IK,NU~,OUM ) 
COMMON NOOF(335),MQe335),MOC335),LQ(5000),LDC5000),DC37000), 
• DSC1e~) 
COMMON IR/ Il,I2,KI,K2 ,MO 
INTEGER DUM 
DO 3 NaI1,I2 
CALL GET ( IB'NOOFeN),~~(N),MOeN)'LQ,LD,Ll,NUM ) 
00 1 L=Ll,NUM 
1 LQ(L) II LQeL) - IK 
L2 = OUI1 + 1 
DUM = DUM + MoeN) 
LIM=OUM-L2+1 
CALL IOBIN ( q~~EAO,7,D(L2),LIM ) 
1 CONTIt.lUE 
IK II IK + MO 
RETUQN 
END 
SUAROUTINE STORE (NOSP,~UN,~OW) 
COMMON NOOF(335)'MQe335)'MDC3J5)'L~(50~0)'LD(5000)'DC370~~), 
• 05Cl00) 
COMMON I SUPORT I 180(4) 
CO~MON IRI Il,12,KI,K2,MO 
INTEGE~ ROW,RUN 
DO 9 I=U, 12 
MBANO II 0 
00 1 Jal,I 
I MBAND a MBAND + NOOFeJ) 
00 2 J=l,r 
Jl ~ J 
CALL FIND2eI,J,LOQ,L~D) 
IF ( LOQ.GT,e) GOTa 3 
2 M8ANO ~ ~8ANO • NDOFeJ) 
1 NWO~OS = M8'NO*~DOFCI) 
00 4 l(:ll,NwOQ05 
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DO b J= Jl,I 
CALL FIN02( I,J,LOQ,LOO l 
IF ( LOQ.EQ.e) GOrO b 
M2 • HI + NWORDS - MaANO 
NJ :a NOOF(J) - 1 
00 5 M=Ml,M2,MBAND 
NZ • M + NJ 
DO 5 N .... ,N2 
OS eN) = OS ( N ) + 0 ( LOO ) 
5 LaD • LaO + 1 
• ~1 • Ml + NODF C J ) 
ROW :I pow + 1 
IF C ROW.NE.IBD(l) ) GOTO 8 
HI • MBANO • NOOF(I) 
M2 ~ NWOROS • NOOF,r) 
LOC c 1 
00 7 H • Hl,M2,HBANO 
IF , IBO(LOC+l),GT.0 ) OS(M+LOC) :I J.ES9 
7 LaC = "LOC + t 
IF , RUN~LT.NOSP ) CALL rOBIN ( "HR~AO,b,rBO,G ) 
RUN = RUN + 1 
8 CALL IOatN ( SHWRITE,t,NOOFCI),1 ) 
CAL~ IOBIN ( SH~RITE,l,NWOROS ,1 ) 




SUBROUTINE FIN02( I,J,LOQ,LOO ) 
CO~MON NOOF(335),MQ(3lS),MO(33S),LQ(S000),LO(S900),O(37000), 
,05(10(:) 
LOQ = " 
LOO :I " 
L =" IF eJ.EQ,l) GOTO 2 
M2 • J-l 
DO 1 Ha t,M2 
L • L + MQ(M) 
1 LaD = LOO + MOCM) 
2 Lt :I L + 1 
L2 • L • MQ(J) 
00 ] LL:lLt,L2 
IF e LOCLL),EQ,I ) LOO = LL ] CONTINUE 
LOO :I LOCLOQ) + LOO 
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE COMPACT e NUM,OUH ) 
COMMON NDOFel3S),MQC1]S),MO(31S),LQ(S000),LDC5000),DC31000), 
• OSCI"") 
COMMON IRI Il,I2,Kl,K2,MO 
INTEGER DUM 
IT • 1 


















00 1 J=l,MO 
IT: IT + MQCJ) 
LT= LT + ~OCJ) 
I( :I " 
Jl = MO + 1 
J2 = t2 
00 2 J=Jl,J2 
K = t( + 1 
~OOFCK) • NDOFCJ) 
MQCK) = HQCl) 
2 MOCK) = ~OeJ' 
t( ~ ~ 
Li\j j J:I IT,NUM 
K :I l(to 1 
LQCtC) = LQ(J) • MO 
1 LOCK) = LOeJ\ 
K • " 00 4 J:tLT,ClUH 
I( :I K + 1 
4 OCK) :I O(J) 
~U~ = NUM • IT +1 
DUM = OUM - LT • 1 RETURN 
END 
SU~ROUTtNE REDUCE C NOPT,NOED,IT,to ) 
COMMON OC33000),JOe10~),I(OC~b0),M8C3~~),NUM 
COMMON IR I tl,I2,Kl,K2,H~ 
COMMON I TRANS I OS(1~9),NOOF,~OEL,IB,LCPJC14~t) 
DIMENSION IC(S) 
EQUJVALE~CE ( Il,IC ) 
LOC = e 
HI = 1 
Ll :t , 
DO 4 I~::tI,IT 
CALL SECOND ( Ql ) 
CALL 10BIN C 4~REAO,1,IC,5 ) 
C IF ( IO.GT,A ) PRJNT 2~~,IR,Il,J2 
00 3 II=Il, 12 
CALL INI"L (Ml,Ll,MO,M2,LO,L2,NOOF,NOEL,IB) 
L • IB • NOOF • i IS :I KO(MO) 
ILS • JO(MO) 
ILT a JOCMl) 
IE • -JOCIS+l) • IS + KOCIS+l) 
IF ( 18 + NOOF .~E. 3) GOro 10 
o (ILS ) = 0 ( ILS ) I D ( ILS-l ) 
o ( ILS+l) = SQRT C 0 ( ILS + 1 ) - 0 elLS )**2 , 






1'JIIIIII!_~ ~ ____ ~ __ """:"""Vi:qc'4 ::PS4C4~ .tzc:;p ... 4f t 44 +*PDj.Jji ._..-n;r l"' ~, .... :, p,?1""''' 
e 
c 
10 NU'" • 0 
1 
IF ( 18.GT,NODF , GOTO 1 
NUM • 0 
O(llS) = SORT ( DellS) ) 
IF (NOOF.EQ. I) GOTO i 
r • ILS + NDOF 
OCI) s 0(1) I OCYLS) 
OCI+l) = SQRT C OCl+l) • 0(1)*.2 ) 
IlS s IlS + 2.N~OF 
L II l + 2 
NUM • HUM + I 
IF CNOOF.EQ,2) Goro l 
CALL SECOND crt) 
CALL CHOL4 ( l,IS,ILs,tLT,IB,IE ) 
CALL TIMEX C II,HUM,Tt ) 
2 NCAl S NeAL + NUM 
Loe • Loe + 1 
L = Qt 
00 20 N::LO,l2 
l • l + t 20 OS C l ) • DeN ) 
CALL IOBtN e &HW~ITE~,e,os,13J,LCFJ C LOC ) ) 
3 CONTINUE 
IF ( IR.LT,IT) CALL UPOATE ( Kl,K2,Ml,lt , 
CALL TIMEX C lR,NCAL,Ql ) 
41 CONTINUE 
CALL WINO ( ~ ) 
100 FORMAT ( *1* 5X *REOUCE* ) 
lee FORHAT C *1* 5X *IR* IS,41X *11* 15,4X *1.2* 15,1 , 
30e FORHAT ( I 5X *STORAGf FOR n* 17 I ) 
RETUAN 
ENn 
8uaAOUTI~E tNtTAL ( Mt,ll,Mn,Ml,LO,Ll,NOOF,NOEL,IB , 
CnMHON O(33~00"JDC3~0),KOC1~~"M8C109) 
THIS SU8~OUTINE EST'aLIS~ESt O·.ll,l2,ANO In,Ko,MS ..... l,H2 
MO • HI 
Ln • II 
CALL IOAIN ( "H~E'O, 1, ~41)OF, I ) 
CALL tOBIN C ""'REAO,I,NUEl,l , 







L2 = Ll • NOEL - 1 
l HII:L 2-L 1+ 1 
CALL JOBIN ( "~Rt'O,I,n(Lt),LIM ) 
M2 = 1'41 • NDOF • 1 
L,t = Ll - 18 
Dn 1 "'1:,.,t,M~ 
Ll = LS + IB 
JO(H) = Ll 
1(0("') :I "'2 • IS 
1 H8eM) = IR 
MI = H2 • I 
LI • Lt • 18 
Rf.TUR~ 
E~O 
SUBROUTINE CHOL4 C L,lS,IlS,lLT,HS.NO,IC ) 
CO~MON OC13~00),JO(300),KOC3~~),M8(1~e),NUM 
L = L • 1 
'" = IS. 1 
10 :a 1 + IE 
Jl :: I • 1 
J~ = I • L 
OCl) = I)CO I O(t-IO) 
DO 2 J=Jt,J2 
11 :I"'. 1 
IC = IS. Kl'CM) 
10 z I - JO(M)-IC 
8UM :I 0,0 
rIO I K=I<I,1<2 
Nil'" • NUM + I 
K I = I 
1(1 = Kl-IC 
1<2 :a J -1 
1 SUM :I SUM • ~(I(' • 0(K-I0) 
2. O(J) :: ( O(J)·SUH ) I 0(.1-1'" 
51JM II 0. ~ 
00 3 K=1,J2 
t HUM • HUM + t 
1 SUM :a SUM + O(~)*O(K) 
4 D(Ja.S) :: SQ~T ( OCJ2+t).SUM ) 
RETU~N 
END 
SUBROUTINE UPDATE ( Il,I2,~1,Ll ) 
COMMON ,,( llCUIS) •. '0 (10Q1), "" (30" 1 ,1'48 (1~1d) 
11 • IS .. 1 






IC • teOU) • 13 
Jl a JO Ul IF C IC,LT,~ ) JI 
• Jt • IC JZ • 
00 1 JaJl,J2 
HUM ~ NUM + , 
DCNUM) a DrJ) 
L • I • 13 
JOCl) • NUM + Jl • J2 
~DCl) • KDCI) • Xl 
• fOCl) + 
IF C IC,LT.e ) KDCl) = 0 
M8Ct) • 1 
"8 C L) I: "8 Cl ) 
IF ( IC,LT,a) "8Cl) = M8CL) • 13 
2 CONTINUE 
HI • M' • 13 
II • NUM • 1 
RETURN 
END 
SU8ROUTINE SOLVE C NOPT,NUE~,IO , 
COMMON AC41Z3) 
CALL toaIN C 4HREAD,2,R,~OEO ) 
IF ( IO,GT,e) PRI~T 100 
IF ( IO.GT.e, PRINT 2ee,CRCI),I:al,NOEa, 
CAll SECOND ( Tl , 
CAll FPASS ( NOPT,JE , 
CALL TIMEX C 0,0,TI ) 
CAll SECOND C TZ , 
CALL SPAIS C NOPT,JE ) 
CALL TIMEX C e,e,T2 , 
IF ( 10,GT,e) PRINT lea 
IF ( 10,GT,e' PRINT 2~0,(RCI',Ial,NOEQ) 
PRINT Jee, T1 
PRINT G00,TZ 
lew FOAHAT C *'* 5X *SOlVE* ) 
lye FORMAT C 5X *A * 20Fo,1 , 
300 FORMAT C *1* 5X *TfME FOA FPA,,* F6,2 ) 
a81 FORMAT C 6X *TI~E FOP BPAa,. F6,2 ) 
RETUAN 
ENI) 
SUeROUTINE FPASS CNOPT,JE) 
COMMON R(4)21) 
COMMON I TRANI I DCI.a),NOFRE,N~OAD"M9AND,LCPJ(144t' JE • ., 
56 
I , 
00 3 NOI)Eal,NOPT 
CALL IOBIN ( 7MREADS~P,ft'D,lA3,LCPJC NOOE ) ) 
P~!NT 20A,NOFRE,N~OHDS,~H'NO 
29~ FORHAT C 315 ) 
JE a J~ + NOFffF. 
JS = JE - M8ANO + 1 
12 • CNOFRE • 1) * "BANO • 1 
M a M~'NO • NOFRE • i 
00 3 Ial,!2,MBANO 
:1 a M + 1 
J2a I + H 
lOa JS • I 
SUM • e.0 
IF C I.GT.J2 ) GOTO Z 
00 1 J:lI,JZ 
1 SUM = SUM + OCJ) * R(J+ID) 
2 J • Ji + 1 




sU@RQUrt~E 8PASS C~OPT,JE) 
COHMON RCQ323) 
COMMUN I TAANS I O(lr0),NOFAE,N-OROS,~~AND,LCPJC1441) 
DO " NOl"Eal,NOPT 
LOC a NOPT.NOOE+t 
CALL rOBIN C 7HREAOS~P,8,O,1~1,LCPJ ( LOt) ) JT a JE 
JS a JT-",'UNO+l 
00 2 l a t,NOFRE 
Jt :I CNOFRE • I) * MRANO + 1 
Ji a Jt + HSANO • I • 1 
R(JT) • ACJT) I OCJi+l) 
10 a JS • Jl 
IF (Jt,GT,JZ) GOTO 3 
00 S JaJl,J2 
1 R(J+ID) = R(J+IO) • O(J) * R(JT) 
2 JT = JT • 1 




SU8ROUTINE WINO ( NTAPE ) 
t CALL IOBIN C bH~RITE~,NTAPE ) 
Z IF ( IOBINCl&HTEST,NTAPE» 2,3,3 
1 CALL IOAIN ( bHREW!ND,NTAPE ) 
RETURN 
EW) 
am ~ ' m_ln!l 
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APPENDIX C.3 
COLSOL COLUMN EQUATION SOLVER 
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IU)( T =5~ 
MA);C=2~ 
00 5 ""=t,~ 
5 NT e.J) =1'4 
rH (5) = 1 
~T(b)=l\ 
10 CO~TlNuE 
READ (5,1~0~) NEa,LEc,NBLK,NRLL,NlD 
IF (NEQ.EQ.~) STOP 
~RITE(b,t~~~) NEQ,LEQ,~BLK,NeLL,NlD 
C REAO 5 UPPEH TRIANG FULL 
00 10~ I=t,NEQ 
REAn (S,20~0) (SeJ,l),J:l,l) 
DO 10~ J=l,I 
100 SCI,J)=SCJ,I) 
CALL ~RMAT (S,NEQ,NE~,2~,lHS' 
00 120 I=l,NLO 
120 READ (5,2~O~) (R(J,I),J=l,NEQ) 
CALL PRMAT (R,~Ea,NLo,2~,lHR) 
C PROFILE S 
00 2~Hj l=l,NEQ 
KHct)=I 
1"'=1-1 
DO 18~ J=l,I'" 




WRITf. (6,10~0) (KHCI),I=l,NEQ) 
~EAD (S,10Z~) (NE8(I),I=1,NBlK) 
WRtTE(6,1~~~) (NE8(1),1=1,N8LK) 
!.jL=~ 








DO 31/l~ I=NF,NL 
N8el)=N 
JF=I-l(tH I) +1 
I<H I =NEQ .. JF -tot 
()O 250 1=.JF, I 
L=L+1 
25~ A(L)=seJ,{) 
,., A (I • ~l F + 1 ) = L 
C FINO LO~EST P~f.V. MLOCK TO OPERAPE 
IF (~.E~.l) Go To j~~ 
~A(2)=~IN~ (1<4(2),NH(N€Q-KMI+l» 
l~0 CO ~HIN!JE 
CALL TAPES C~r(1),N,A,MAXT,MA,MAXC,KA,2) 
~wtTE C&,3~~~1 ~,KA 
wRITE (~,q~UH) (MA(I-NF+\),I=NF,NLl 
q~~~ FOR~AT (UH MA ,1&15) 
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uO 55'1 I=NF,NL 
00 54\!) J=l,NEQ 
L=L+l 
540 A(L):~(J,I) 
C 550 MA(I-NF+ll:L 
550 MAU-NF+1)=0 
tALL TAPES CNT(3),N,A,MAXT,MA,HAXC,KA,2) 
"RITE Cb,40~0) N,KA 
CALL PRR CA,MA,KA,NEQ) 
690 CONTINUE 
If (LEQ.EQ.NF.~) G~ TO bS~ 
C SET SOLN LEG+l TO ~EQ ON TAPE NT(S) 
WR I Tf (I" qq91) 
9991 FO~MAT (10H SOLVE SUBSTRUCT DISPLACEMENTS ) 
I( 1(1(: 1 
CALL SORE(A,B,O,MA,~8,NEQ,NEQ,N8LK,NSLL,M£XT,MAXC,NT,KKK) 
C SET SUaSTR DISPLS ON TAPE NT(S) 
00 63~ N=l,NBLL . 
CALL TAPES (NT(~),N,A,HAXT,MA,~AXC,KA,l) 
NTA=KA(").~A(3)+1 
LE '~(~=LEQ+ 1 
IC::~ 
L=iiJ 
OU 620 I:t,NTA 
00 610 K=L[QQ,NEQ 
I.=L+l 
610 c)CL)=A(t(+IC) 
b 2" Ie: I C + N E r,J 















IF CLEQ.GE.NEQ) GO TO 85~ 
IF (~KK.NE.5) GO TO 65~ 
SET SURSTR OISPLACEMENTS IN AF.O LOAO BLOCKS O~ TAPE NT(4) 









C HEAO ~EO LOAOS 
CALL TAPES (NT(~),N,A,MA~T,~A,MAXC,KA.l) 
NT~=KA(ij)-KA(3)+1 
LL:NTA*(NE(hoLf,Q) 
CALL T4PES (NT(S),N,A,Ll ,~R.M.~e,KBM1) 
IC=~ 
JC=" 
LE tW=LECH 1 
00 82~ 1=1,"ITA 









DO 8'H1 N=l,NBLL 
CALL TAPES (NTS,N,A,MAXT,MA,MAXC,KA,1) 
wRITE (&,Ml~~) III 
CALL p~~ (A,MA,KA,NEQ) 
C FORM S.OISP 
NL=KA(4)-KA(3)+1 
00 75V' L=\,NL 














00 73" J=l,NEG 
SS=SS+S(I,J)*A(J+LC) 
X(I,L)=SS 
CO"JT I NIJE 
• .,RITE (6,71.-1~ tH N 
CALL PRMAT (~,NEQ,NL,20,tHX) 
CONTINUE 
GO TO 10 
FORMAT (1615) 
FO~MAT (t& .... S.cn 
~ 0 R MAT (/ b H ~ L 0 C K , I 'j I ( ! H I( A , U I 5 ) 
FORMAT (/l1H LOAD ~LOCK ,IS/4H ~A ,415) 
fORMAT (/1SH SOLUTION ~LOeK ,tS) 
FORMAT C/12H ~*X ••• aLoCk .15) 
foNO 
SURROUTINE PRMAT (A,NR,NC,MM,H) 
VIMENSION A(M~,1) 
~RITE (&,2(:HHl, H 
FORM4T (/9H MATRIX ,AS) 
00 2';'~ N=t.NC,8 
~JL=N+ 7 
IF (NL.GT.Ne) NL=NC 
DO 211.!~ 1=1,11111 
2~~ ~HrTE (b,l~~~) I,(A(I,J),J:N,NL) 
RETURN 
l~~J fO~MAT CI5,8FJU.&) 
~NO 
SUAROUTINf PRR (R,MR,KR,N~Q1 
DIMENSIUN R(1),~P(1),KR(a) 
~~L = K Rca) -K P. n l+ 1 
ll=e 
00 l~~ ~ N=l,NL 
wRITE (b,1~~0) N,(~(I+ll),I=l,~fQ) 





10~0 fPRMAT (3H R ,I4,I"FQ,2) 
ENO 
SU~ROUTINE SORE CA.a.D,MA,M~,NEQ,LEQ,NBL~,NSLL,MAXT,HAXC,NT,KKK) 
C----·SOLOTION OR REDUCTION Of LI~'tAR EQUATIONS STORED OUT OF CORE IN 
C CU~PACTED ACTIVE COLUNM BLOCKS OF APPROXIMAT~LY MAXT LOCATIONS, 
C ~ROGR~MMEO BY E WILSON AND M DUVEY JAN lq7& 
DIMENSION _(MAXT),ij(MA~T),D(NEQl,MA(MAXC),MB(MAXc),NT(a) 
DIMENSION ~A(4),KA(4) 
C ARRAYS A A~O 8 ARE ~OR~ING STORAG~ AREAS FOR BLOCKS OF COLUMNS 
C OF THE COEFFICIE~T ~ATRIX OR LOAD VECTORS, WHERE MAXC IS THE 
C MAXIMUM NU~BER OF COLUMNS OR VECTO~S IN A BLOCK, MA AND M8 ARE 
C INTEGER ARRA~S OF LOCATION OF OIAGONAL TERMS IN THE A OR B ARRAYS. 
C THE 0 ARRAY STORES DIAGONAL TER~S OF REDUCED MATRIx , 
C KA(l),KB(l). BLOCK NUMBER OF A OR B BLOCK 
C KA(2',K(,2). NUMSER OF LOWEST BLOCK TO OPERATE ON THIS BLOCK, 
C KA(]),K8(]). NUMBER OF FIRST COLUMN IN BLOCK 
C KA(4),KB(U)_ NUMBER OF LAST COLUMN lN BLOCK 
C NBLK NUMBER OF BLOCKS OF COEFFICIENT MATRI~ TERMS 
C N6LL NUMBER OF BLOCKS OF LOAD VECTORS 
C NEQ NUMBER OF E~UATIONS IN COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
C LEQ NUMBER Of LlST EQUATION TO BE REOUCED IN COEFFICIENT MATRIX 
C NT(I) TAPE NUMBE~ FO~ STORAGE OF BLOCKS OF THE COEFFtCIE~T MATRIX 
C NT(5) TAPE NUMBER FOR STORAGE OF B~OCKS OF THE LOAD VECTORS 
C NT(4) TAPE NUMBER FOR STORAGE OF BLOCKS OF T~E OISPLACEMENT OR 
C REDUCED LOAO VECTORS 
C KK~=1 COMPLETE SOLUTION • REQUIRES LEQ=NEQ 
C ~KK=2 FORwARD REDUCTION OF COEFFICIENT MATRIX AND LOAD VEC ~~~ ; 
C ~KK=3 FORWAQO ~EOUtTION OF COEFFICIENT MAT~IX ONLY 
C ~KK=Q FOR~ARD ~EOUCTION OF LOAD VECTORS ONLY 
C ~KK=S 8'CKSU~STITUTION ONLY. IF LEU IS LESS THAN NEQ SUaSTRUCTU~E 
C DISPLACEMENT ~UST BE PREVIOUSLY CALCULATED 
GO TO (100,1~0,10~,3~~,le~1 KKK 
C-----~LOCK-9V·8LOCK TRIANGULARIZATION OF MATRIX 
103 OU 2~0 N=t,NBLK 
C 1. MOVE PREVIOuSLY REDUCED 8LOCK TO B 
IF (N.EQ,l) GO TO 110 
CALL 8lKOP (A,8,D,~1,Ma,KA,KB,NEQ,LEQ,H.XT,MAXC,1) 
C 2, READ ~EW BLOCK FRC~ TAPE NT(l) 
11" CALL TAPES (NT(l),~,A,MAXT,MA,MAXC,KA,l) 
C 5. OPERATE ON alOCK N ~rTH BLOCK H 
M = KA(2) 
IF (M.EQ.N) GO TO t&~ 
NM=N-l 
IF (M.EU,NM) GO TO lq0 
C READ BLOCK H FqOM TAPE NTC2l 
12~ CALL TAPES (NT(2),M,9,MAXT,MR,MAXC,KB,I) 
140 CALL BLKOP (A,B,O,HA,M8,KA,KB,NEQ,LEQ,MAXT,HAXC,2) 
M : M+1 
IF (M,LT,N) GO TO 120 
C 4, SELF-REDUCTION OF BLOCK N 
t&e CALL 8LKOP (A,A,D,MA,HA,K~,KA,NEQ,lEQ,MAXT,MAXC,]) 
C 5, HRITE REDUCEO SLOCK N ON TAPE NT(Z) 
CALL TAPES rNT(2),N,~,MAXT,~A,MAXC,~A,2) 
2~~ CONTINUE 
IF (KKK,EQ.l) RETURN 
C-----~EOUCTION OF LOAD SlOCKS 
]0~ NTA ~ NT(]) 
NTB : NT(o) 
IF (KKK.NE.S) GO TO 31~ 
NTA • NT(4) 














31H 00 4~~ ~=l,N~lL 
C 1, RE4D LOAD BLOC~ M F~OM TAPE ~TA 
CALL TAPES (NT.,M,A.~AXT,~4,MAXr.,~A,1) 
C 2, FORWARO REOuCTrO~ OF LOAn BLOCK M 
IF (K~~.EQ.S) GO TO 33~ 
l'O 32.1 N=t. NHLK 
CALL TAPEs(NT(~),~,~,MAXT,~B,MhXC,KB,l) 
CALL SLKOP (A,R,n,~A,Mh,KA,KS,NE~,LEQ,~A~T,M'XC,U) 
32" CO~T BlUE 
C 1. e A C I( ... A ~ 0 'H·: l' [I C TIn N 0 F L II A 0 Ii L n C K H 
330 IF (KKK.EQ.4) GO TO 3QC 
IF (KKK.EQ.2) GO T0 3q~ 
335 N::NRU( 
l40 CALL TAPES(~T(2),N,B,~AXl,M8,MAXC,K8,t) 
CALL BLKOP (A.~,O,MA,~8,KA,K~,NEQ.LEQ,MAXT,HAXC,5) 
N::N-l 
If (N.GT.~) GO TO 34~ 
C ". W~ITE RESlILTS ON TAPE NTB 




SUBROUTI~E TAPES CNT,~R,K,MAXT,MC,MA~C,KF,KK) 
COM~0N/TAPES/NTAPE(10) 
DIMENSION XC~AXT),HC{~AXC),KF(4) 
C SUBROUTINE TO READ OR ~RtTE RLOCK OF INFORHATION eX,MC,KF) 
C ~HICH IS RECORD ~UM8ER NR O~ TAPE NT. 
C LOR,LAI( SHOULD OE SET PROPORTIONAL TO THE COST OF ONE 
C OU~MY TAPE REAO OR ryN( TAPE 64CKSPACE RESPECTIVELY 
C NTAPE(I) CONTAINS THF CUR~ENT RECO~O POSITIO~ OF TAPE 1 
C NTAPECI) NEED NOT BF. INITI4LIZF.D IF THE TAPE WAS WRITTEN 




IF (NR.NE.U GO TO ~" 
5~ Rf.IIIINO NT 
NTAPF.(NT) = 1 
q~ LR::NIHLOR 
LK=(~rAPE(~T)-~~)*L~~ 
IF (Lq.LT.LK) GO TO 50 
I~A IF (NTAPE(~T)-~k) 20~,U~~,30~ 
2'H~ READ (NT) 
NTAP~(NT) = NT~PE(NT)+J 
GO Til 1"'0 
3"'~~ riAC~SPACE ~T 
~lAPE(NT) =NTAPE(NTl-t 
Go To HlVl 
,,~, elF ( K I( • f. Q • 1) P f. A 0 (~ T' X, ~1 C , K F 




SUAROUTINE HLknp (.,k.O,MA,HB,KA,K~,N[Q,LEQ,MAXT,MAXc,KK' 
DIMENSIJN A(1).ij(t),MA(tl,~B(1),Kh(4),~il(U),O(1) 
GO Ta (1~~,3~~,3~A,lv~,5MAl,KI( 
C 1, HOVE A 4RRAY TO H 
C 
l~~ on 11.1 I=t,4 
ll~ 1(0(1):I(A(1) 
1)0 12'" I:l,MAXC 
12~ Mt:'CI):"'UI) 
165 








1< .. 1=0 
00 391d J=l,NTA 
If CK".E~,~) MA(J)=J*N~Q 
JJ=tu (3 )+J-l 
1 .. CKK.t::Q.4) JJ=NEQ 
Kt-fJ=MA(J)-KJ 
IL~NTij 
IF CI<K.EQ.U IL=J 
Kl=0 
DO 380 t=I,IL 
11 =K e (3) + 1"1 
lUll =1'48 ( I> -~ I 
KH=MIN0 (t\HI,I<HJ-JJ+II) 
Kf =MS C I)-KIH 1 
I(L=MSCI)-MAX'1 (1, I l-LEQ) 
SS~'1.0 
IJ=HA(J)-JJ+It 
U ' CI(K.NE,3) GO TO 310 
IF CI,EQ.J) GO TO 35!:' 
310 IF (I(F,GT,KL) GO TO 380 
lC=IJ-MB(I) 
320 
r>o 320 K=KF-,I<L 
SS=SS+8(K).AC~+lC) 
ACIJ)=ACIJ) .. SS 
GO TO 38" 
355 KD=JJ .. KHJ+l-KF 
If (I(F.GT,KL) GO TO 3ar. 
c ~EDUCE COLUMN 8Y ITSELF 
00 17", I(=KF,KL 
AO:OCKI)+I() 




~ 3713 CONTINUE ACIJ)=ACIJ)-SS 
I 3611 I( I =MS (I ) 
IF (KK.EO,4) o <I 1) =fH K l) 
KJ=MACJ) 




RETURN GO TO 1.&00 
C r)IVIDE LOAI)S BY I)lAGONALS 
IhHl KJ=" 




IF (IF ,GT .LEG) GO Tn as", 
00 4 tH'tlctF,LECl 
u; (OCII» 4 3 ~ ,4 tH' , "l ~ 
• 
4 3 ~' AC~I+I(J)=A(II+KJ)/D(lr) 
~ 




~4~' CO..,T PIUE 
~ 5~) '" J = M A ( J ) 
RETUR~ 








IF (I,LE.~' RETUR~ 
"F=l 
IF (I,GT,I) KF=~B(I-J)+l 
KL=~~Cl)-M4X0(1,11-LE~) 
IF (KF,GT,KL) Gn T0 5~0 
KtiI=Mt3(I)-KF+l 
~J=0 
(\0 550 J=l,NTA 
lC=KJ+(It·KHI1-KF+l 
AIJ=ACi<J+IIl 




GO T I) 52" 
ENO 





DO U~~ I=l,NTA 
,.JA=KA(3)+1-1 
"L=MA(I) 




1)0 3C;\1 I<=KF,KL 
KK=K-I(F 
350 ~R(KK+Ll=A(K) 
~RITE (~,2~~~) 1,(R~(J),J=l,NA) 
40" KF-°=KL+1 
~ETURN 
1~00 FORMAT C2H R,I3,1~F9,2) 
2~00 FORMAT (2ti A,13,lUFQ.2) 
ENO 
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